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Natronal famine committee meets;
reviews yearlong activity, finances
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - At the end–
of-the-year meeting of the National
Committee to Commemorate Genocide
Victims in Ukraine 1932-33, members
discussed whether the committee, having
fulfilled its goals in 1983, the 50th
anniversary year of the Great Famine,
should be disbanded as originally
envisioned, or whether the committee
should"continue to exist in some form in
order to take on new assignments.
The committee was established a year
ago by representatives of various Ukrai
nian community organizations in order
to plan and conduct events in solemn
observance of the famine anniversary.
Its motto became "Let us remember and
make others aware..."
The committee, which is headed by
Dr. Peter G. Stercho of Philadelphia,
reviewed its yearlong activity at a
daylong meeting held at the Ukrainian
National Association headquarters
building on December 17.
The meeting was called to order and
conducted by Dr.Sterchcr, the minutes
were recorded by Dr. Natalia Pazuniak,
secretary. After adoption of the meet
ing's agenda, Pastor Wolodymyr Bahrey
offered an invocation.
In his report to the meeting partici
pants. Dr. Stercho noted that the
committee, thanks to the all-around
support of the Ukrainian community —
including Church hierarchs, the leaders
of some 70-plus organizations and
thousands of individual community
activists — had accomplished its objec
tives.
Ho.w the committee had worked
during the year of its existence was
revealed in the reports delivered at the

Dr. Peter G. Stercho

meeting by persons responsible for the
myriad facets of its activity.
Among those speaking were: Ulana
Diachuk, committee vice chairman, and
Edward Popil, financial director, who
reported on the fund-raising activity
and other financial aspects of the
committee's work; Natalia Danylenko,
who spoke about the two exhibits held
in Washington during the Great Famine
Memorial Week"; Vyacheslav Vyshnev–
sky, who reported ori youth
tion in the Washington memorial evenl
Stephan Procyk and George Powstenko,
who spoke about the rally, demonstra
tion and concert held in the nation's
capital on October 2, as well as about
other WashingtoVi commemorative
activities held durjng the preceding
week.
Reports were also delivered by the
followhtfb -19іч .ч Etonian" esHfcflov,'slcy,
'about the organizational aspects of the
national, committee's activity; Andrij
Bilyk, about media and public relations
activity; lhor Olshaniwsky, about
actions in the U.S. Congress, most
notably the introduction by Rep. James
J. Florio (D-N.J.) of a bill to establish a
government-funded commission to
study the famine; Yuriy Nahorny, about
the publications committee; and Roma
Hadzewycz, about The Ukrainian
Weekly staffs work in preparing an 88page book titled "The Great Famine in
Ukraine: The Unknown Holocaust."
The financial report revealed that a
' total of S 120,454.99 had been raised by
the committee during its .fund-raising
drive. Of this total, S68.090 came from
individual donors, S 10.017 from the
sales of commemorative pins, pamphlets
and posters; 541,478 from ticket sales to
the Kennedy Center concert; and S879
from interest.
On the debits side, 544,263.15 was
spent on the memorial concert, while
543,833.55 went for fund-raising-related
costs, exhibits and Washington office
expenses. Thus, the total expenses of
the national committee were 588,096.74.
As of December 14,1983, the national
committee's books showed a balance of
532,358.25. However, Mrs. Diachuk
reported, bills totalling approximately
57,500 were still unpaid and some
52,500 was still expected as income
from sales of pins and donations.
At the conclusion of the meeting,
participants approved a proposed state
ment of thanks to all those who had
enabled the National Committee to
Commemorate Genocide Victims in
Ukraine to successfully accomplish its
goals.
The future of the national committee,
i.e. its disbanding or continued existence,
was to be discussed further and deter
mined at the committee's late January
meeting.
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Philadelphians manifest solidarity
with Ukrainian political prisoners

Nina Strokata Karavansky lights candles during a ceremony in tribute to
Ukrainian dissidents on the Day of Solidarity with Ukrainian Political Prisoners.
PHILADELPHIA - A candle-light
ing ceremony and a keynote address by
Rep. Lawrence Coughlin (R-Pa.) high
lighted a January 12 observance of the
Day of Solidarity with.Ukrainian
Political Prisoners held here at historic
Congress Hall.
The evening program, which was
sponsored by the Ukrainian Human
Rights Committee here, marked a day
first set aside in 1974 by imprisoned
Ukrainian dissident Vyacheslav Chor–
novil on the second anniversary of his
arrest and the massive crackdown on
Ukrainian intellectuals and dissidents.
In his remarks. Rep. Coughlin, who
has "adopted" as prisoners of con
science Mykola and Raisa Rudenko,
called on the American people to
continue leading the free world in
protesting the plight of Ukrainian
political prisoners and others held in
Soviet labor camps, prisons and psy
chiatric institutions.
"We must never let our own problems
and concerns obscure the flagrant
violations of human rights that exist in
the Soviet Union and the captive na
tions," he said.
The highlight of the commemoration
was the lighting of six candles by former
Ukrainian political prisoner Nina Stro–
kata-Karavansky. The candles repre
sented prisoners of conscience Yuriy
Shukhevych, who has spent nearly 30
years in Soviet penal institutions,
Oksana Meshko, Raisa Rudenko,
Yosyp Terelia and Hanna Mykhailenko.
The sixth candle was lit for political
prisoners whose names are not known.

The program in Congress Hall, site of
the first Continental Congress and the
signing of the Declaration of Indepen
dence, also included remarks by Jerome
Shestack, former ambassador to the
U.N. Human Rights Commission and
president of the International League
for Human Rights. He provided an
overview of the Madrid Conference to
review implementation of the 1975
Helsinki Accords, which concluded last
year after nearly three years of delibera
tions. Mr. Shestack ended his presenta
tion with a poem by Mykola Rudenko.
Pennsylvania Gov. Richard Thornburgh sent a message on behalf of all
Pennsylvanians on the occasion of the
Day of Solidarity with Ukrainian
Political Prisoners.
The program, which included a
musical interlude by a bandurist trio,
was emceed by Sister Gloria Coleman,
coordinator for ecumenical and interreligious affairs for the cardinal's
Commission on Human Relations and
Urban Ministry. Guests were welcomed
by Ulana Mazurkevich, president of the
UHRC.

INSIDE:
a Dr. Roman Solchanyk on Poland
and the Ukrainian connection - page2.
ш Supreme President John Flis's
report on the state of the UNA - page4.
ш Julian Kryzanowsky on computers
- page 8.
ш Roman Sawycky's Sounds and
Views - page 9.
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A glimpse of Soviet reality

Soviets attempt to preclude
Ukrainian-Polish connections
, by Dr. Roman Solchanyk
1

The Soviet media-in Ukraine rarely
;' acknowledge the existence of Ukrainian
n
communities in neighboring East Euro–
'! pean states. As a rule, the activities of
Ukrainians in Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Rumania or Yugoslavia are simply
ignored by the press in Kiev.
A case in point is a recent item in
Radianska Ukraina about the visit to
Bratislava of the ballet troupe of the
Kiev State Opera and Ballet Theater.
The article reported that the staging of
Yevhen Stankovych's "Olha" had been
a great success and that the residents of
Kiev's sister city would also– have the
opportunity to see Tchaikovsky's
"Sleeping Beauty" in the course of the
our. Representatives of the Cultural
nion of Ukrainian Toilers of the
C zechoslovak Socialist Republic were.
Presumably on hand to greet their
cthren from Kiev, the normal procedure on such occasions, yet readers of
RadiaiKka Ukraina will search in vain
Ior any reference to the union or to the
existence of a compact Ukrainian community in Slovakia.
The reasons for Kiev's silence on the
issue of Ukrainian minorities in Eastern
Europe are not difficult to fathom.
Ukrainians in Poland or Czechoslovakia provide an opening to the West
for their co-nationals in the Ukrainian
SSR, and this is obviously something
that Kiev is not interested in promoting.
The East European regimes also have
no desire to build bridges. They would
prefer their Ukrainian communities to
become assimilated as rapidly as
possible, and the less contact with Kiev
the better.
For obvious reasons, the problem of
'linkages to Eastern Europe becomes all
the more serious under conditions of
instability in the Soviet bloc. This was
clearly demonstrated during the Czechoslovak crisis in 1968 with regard to
the Ukrainian minority in Slovakia.
Recently, two Soviet publications have
called attention to a similar scenario in
the context of what the Soviet press
routinely describes as "the events in
Poland."
In a book titled "Anatomy of Treason,'' which is meant to be a survey of
the alleged anti-Soviet activities of
Ukrainian "bourgeois nationalists"
from the 1920s to the present, Vitaliy P.
Cherednychenko devotes several pages
to what might be termed the Ukrainian

Dissident sketch

Lubomyr
Starosolsky
BORN: May 8, 1955.
OCCUPATION: Unknown.
LATEST ARREST: 1980.
CHARGE: "Theft of slate property"
under Article 81 of the Ukrainian
Criminal Code. The criminal charge,
however, stemmed from his involvement with the Ukrainian national
movement.
SENTENCE: Six years in a labor
camp.
PREVIOUS TERM: 1972-74 for
"anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda."
CAMP ADDRESS: Mr. fStaroso!–
sky is being held in a criminal camp.

connection in Poland. He focuses
attention on Ukrainian organizations in
the West which, he claims, sought to
exacerbate the situation in Poland,
acting "on instructions of the special
services of the U.S.A. and other NATO
countries."
One of their purposes, he writes, was
"to disseminate, 'if possible,' 'the experience' of the Polish counterrevolution in other socialist countries, expe–
cially in the neighboring Ukrainian
SSR." According to– Mr. Cherednychenko, Ukrainian publications in the
West discussed developments in Poland
in a fashion that was "not only antiPolish and anti-socialist, but also antiSoviet and provocative.".
They falsified Poland's relations with
tsarist Russia and the USSR, argues the
author, and charged the Soviet Union
with invading Poland in 1939 in concert
with Nazi Germany and failing to
provide aid during the Warsaw Uprising. Such accusations, insists Mr.
Cherednychenko, "are false from beginning to end and were long since debunked by Soviet scholarship."
Ukrainian "bourgeois nationalists" are said to have slandered the
Soviet social and political system by
charging that Sov,iet forces were grouped in western Ukraine in preparation for
an invasion of Poland and that Soviet
workers conducted strikes as a sign of
protest against the occupation of Poland.
As evidence of cooperation in this
nasty business between Ukrainian and
Polish "counterrevolutionaries" in the
West, Mr. Cherednychenko notes that
several Polish-Ukrainian scholarly
conferences have been organized, including a symposium in 'Munich in
October 1980, which is said to have
outlined "a program of activity aimed at
separating Ukraine from the USSR, the
withdrawal of Poland from the socialist
community, and the creation of a
'WarsaW-Kiev axis.' "
Towards,the end of his presentation,
Mr. Cherednychenko refers to the
Ukrainian minority in Poland:
"The main aim of the subversive work
frantically engaged in by Ukrainian
bourgeois nationalists on the instructions of their imperialist masters was to
draw the Ukrainian ethnic group, which
totals about 300,000 people, into counterrevolutionary actions against socialism in the People's Republic of
Poland."
This proved to be a failure, he says,
inasmuch as the absolute majority of
Ukrainians in Poland, "regardless of the
existing difficulties in the country,
.nanifested and continue to manifest
nigh political consciousness and an
understanding of their responsibilities
to the socialist fatherland and demanded that an end be put to the destructive
activities of counterrevolutionary forces
and that the country he protected from
economic chaos and anarchy in its
social and. political life and from the
incessant provocative activities of
Western centers of subversion."
The Ukrainian connection in Poland
also crops up in a two-part article by
Viktor Tsoppi published in Novoye
Vremia at the end of last year. The
article, titled "Once They Served the
Fuehrer, Now They Serve Reagan," is
part of a broad propaganda campaign
initiated at a press conference in Kiev on
November 22, 1983, to "expose" the
anti-Soviet activities of Ukrainian
(Continued on page 15)
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Religious revival reported
in Warsaw Pact countries
JERSEY CITY. N.J. - Youngpeople
in Eastern Europe are'turning to religion in ever-increasing numbers, a trend
experts say signifies a marked spiritual
revival in tfie Warsaw Pact countries,
according to James Markham of The
New York Times.
' The renewal has bolstered the Catholic, Protestant and Orthodox faiths that
are the major religions in the region.
"Particularly in Hungary, Czechoslovakia, East Germany and Poland,
clergymen and scholars say growing
numbers of people are turning to — or
turning back to - Churches that, under
Marxist theory, should be on the road
to extinction," wrote Mr. Markham.
"In cities in Bulgaria and Rumania,
there are reports of increased churchgoing, but few signs of a major revival."
According to Mr. Markham the
movement toward religion is not a
phenomenon, but it includes an everincreasing number of young people and
once secular-minded intellectuals.
"Students of Eastern Europe say one
thread connecting the different situa-

tions of the Warsaw Pact nations is the
intellectual exhaustion of the Marxist
state ideology, which in the 1950s was
preached with the fervor of a religion,"
wrote Mr. Markham. He said that
many of the young people and intellectuals are asking the larger questions of
human existence and finding the
answers provided by official Comntu–
nist doctrine totally unsatisfying.
Government reaction to the revival
differs in individual countries, according to Mr. Markham.
"In Hungary and East Germany, the
renewal is occurring in an atmosphere
of relative economic plenty an"d wary
tolerance by the state; in Poland, it is
occurring in conditions of hardship and
considerable Church autonomy; and in
Czechoslovakia, amid fierce state repression, particularly of the Roman
Catholic Church," he wrote.
The main impetus for the renewal
was, in Mr. Markham's view, the^
naming in 1978 of Karol Wojtyla, the'
archbishop of Cracow, as the first East
(Continued on pa(e IS)

Afghans raid Soviet territory
MESHED, Iran - Two Afghans
identifying themselves as insurgent
leaders have said in interviews here that
their forces have carried out raids across
the Soviet border, laying mines on
roads, attacking isolated customs posts
and ambushing patrols, reported
Reuters.
They said they last raided Soviet
territory about two weeks ago as part of
what they described lis a "holy war"
against Soviet and Afghan government
troops in Afghanistan's northwestern
province of Herat.
The guerrillas, who have offices in
Teheran, the Iranian capital, and here in
this eastern city about 50 miles from the
Afghan border, said they formed one of
seven insurgent groups belonging to an
organization called the Islamic Alliance
of Afghan Mujahedeen.
In their attack on a Soviet customs
post of Totghondi, on the Soviet and
Afghan border, the guerrilla representatives said, their forces killed several
guards and captured some arms and
ammunition.
Mohammad Kheirhah, who said he
was a rebel political officer in the Herat
area, said the fighting was virtually
incessant in the area and that Soviet
bombardments were killing many civilians.
Another insurgent, Mohammad
Asghar, who said he was a military

commander, said Soviet and Afghan
government troops in Herat Province
were under continuous harassment,
moving only in convoys and rarely
leaving heavily guarded barracks.
In other developments, The New
York Times reported on January 24;
that Afghan President Babrak Karmal
recently replaced at least three top
military men in an attempt to halt the
reverses suffered by his soldiers in
fighting with insurgents.
According to diplomatic sources in
New Delhi, the shake-up followed a sixhour meeting that President Karmal
reportedly held with senior party and
Defense Ministry officials on January 8.
The Western source also said that 50
Afghan government troops were killed
on January 13 in an ambush by the
insurgents near Kabul, the Afghan
capital. He also reported a series of
assassinations of party officials and
regime followers in the capital last
week, including that of a Soviet military
official.
The official, believed to be the military attache at the Soviet Embassy in
Kabul, was identified, by one diplomatic
source asa Major Gen. Karakhmanov,
according to United Press International.
He was said to have been shot January
18 while driving through the southwestern part of the Afghan capital.
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Independence Day events slated in D.C.
WASHINGTON - Ukrainian Independence Day will be commemorated
in the nation's capital on February I,
with an afternoon briefing at the White
House and a large reception in the
United States House of Representatives, reported the Ukrainian National
Information Service.
The reception, to which hundreds of
members of Congress, senators, administration officials, journalists,
leaders of political and ethnic organizations and Ukrainian Americans have
been invited, is being co-sponsored by
Reps. William Broomfield (R-Mich.),
Don Ritter(R-Pa.)and Samuel Stratton
(D-N.Y.) The UNIS, the Washington
agency of the Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America, and the Metropolitan Washington Branch of the
UCCA are organizing the events.
The briefing in the Old Executive
Office Building is being arranged by the
White House Office of Public Liaison.
Scheduled are State Department and
National Security Council officials who

will address the largely Ukrainian A–
merican audience on political, economic, human-rights and military issues
involving the USSR. Particular attention will be paid to the situation in
Ukraine and the other non-Russian
nations in the Soviet Union.
The Ukrainian Independence Day
reception will be held in Room B339
(please' note correction of the room
number which appears on invitation),
Rayburn House Office Building, at 6
p.m. For further information call the
UNIS office at (202) 638-0988.

3

Appeal
of the Ukrainian American Coordinating Council
to the Ukrainian American community
Ukrainian Americans:
At the last meeting of the executive of the Ukrainian American
Coordinating Council, which took place in December of last year, a plan of
action was outlined for 1984.
It was confirmed that many localities in the United States still do not have
organizations that unite the entire community of a given locality, including
branches of various organizations and individual members, and represent
that locality in a manner similar to the old UCCA branches.
Because UCCA branches today do not represent entire communities and
because the matter of organizing these communities into the U ACC system is
very important, the executive of the UACC is appealing to activists and people
of good will to establish local UACC branches in areas where they do not exist
and to report their formation to the UACC executive.
Branches established on the basis of UACC by-laws automatically become
representatives of the UACC with the right to represent the entire community
in a given locality, including the branches of various organizations and
individual members.
Until these community groups are formed, these functions may be carried
out in the meantime by any organizations that share the principles of the
UACC.
Needless to say, the further growth and activity of the UACC depends on
your support. By bringing together the greatest number of members and
collecting membership dues, we will consolidate our strengths, which will
enable the UACC and its leadership to actualize its plan and ideas. The
success of these efforts depends on your close support and cooperation, which
we seek ajrff" which we await.
We will be very grateful for expeditious consideration of these matters and
for information on your efforts. For additional information, contact our
bureau in New York: Ukrainian American Coordinating Council, 140
Second Ave., New York, N.Y. 10003.
Executive of the
Ukrainian American Coordinating Council

Rep. Don Ritter

UNWLA scholarships aid needy in South America

Rep. Samuel Stratton

MAPLEWOOD, N J . - With the
help of generous sponsors, the Ukrainian National Women's League of
America donated almost 550,000 in
scholarship funds to needy Ukrainian
children in South America and Europe
during 1983.
In the past year, the scholarship
program granted 289 stipends totaling
S49.097, with 230 awarded to Ukrainian
students in Brazil, and the rest to'
children in Argentina. Paraguay and
Europe. In 1982, 205 scholarships,
totaling S36.88I, were awarded.
The news of floods in South America
during the first half of 1983 provided an
added impetus to the scholarship program. Over 100 new applications for
financial help were received from
Ukrainian families in South America,
many of whom were left homelcssiafter
the rains.
The fund-raising drive began during
the organization's social services conference in the spring, with branches and
individuals members asking for spon–'
sors. Sponsors come from all walks of
life, some/are retired people, some are
professionals, some are even children
who donate their birthday gift money to

their needy fellow Ukrainians.
At present, scholarship applications
for 1984 are arriving in fire mail.
Anyone can become a sponsor by
donating S200 annually for a high
school student; or S250 to S300 for a
college student. Those who cannot
afford to become sponsors may become
benefactors by contributing any a–
mount. All contributions are tax deductible.
A sponsor may indicate whether he
wants to help a boy or girl, and state

what age he would like his studenno be
(most of the students are age 12 and
over). A few weeks after a person has
been accepted as a sponsor, he will
receive a photograph and a family
history of the student he is sponsoring.
For more information about the
program or to send contributions,
please write to: UNWLA Inc. Scholarship Program, c/o Anna Krawczuk, 26
William St., Maplewood, N.J. 07040.
Please make checks payable to UNWLA
Inc. Scholarship Fund.

Seek contributions to defense fund
JENKINTOWN. Pa. - Americans
Against Defamation of Ukrainians Inc.
is appealing for funds to help continue
its campaign against the use of Soviet
evidence in dcnaturalization proceedings against U.S. citizens, according to a
recent press release.
The AADU - formerly the Ukrainian Anti-Defamation League - reported that it has been encouraged by
recent developments such as the vindication of Juozas Kungys and an increased awareness of the issue on
Capitol Hill, but that there is still a long
way to go in its efforts to convince^

Congress and the Justice Department
that the use of Soviet evidence and
witnesses in proceedings against East
European emigres seriously jeopardizes
their right to due process.
The group said that it has made
financial contributions to the legal
defense of Ukrainian defendants in
proceedings that may involve legal
precedents that would affect other
cases.
Contributions to the AADU may be
sent to: Americans Against Defamation of Ukrainians Inc., P.O. Box 2142,
Jenkintown, Pa. 19046.

Some of the UNWLA's scholarship recipients in Brazil with Sister Mathilda
Czematy.
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The UNA's 90th anniversary

Toward the UNA's further growth
Statement and appeal of the Supreme Executive Committee
February 22. 1984. will mark 90 years since the founding of the Ukrainian
National Association, today the oldest and largest Ukrainian organization in
the New World, which, as a result of its efforts and its achievements, earned
for itself the proud appellations "Batko Soyuz" (Father Soyuz) and
"Ukrainian fortress'beyond the seas."
In conjunction with this 90th anniversary, 1984 has already been
proclaimed the Jubilee Year of the Ukrainian National Association.
Preparations have already begun to commemorate this noteworthy jubilee
with appropriate cultural-artistic and social events in all centers of Ukrainian
community life in the United States and Canada. The goal of these jubilee
celebrations - as noted in our first jubilee year appeal — is to recall with
respect the proud past of the Ukrainian National Association; to honor its
pioneers, those known and unknown persons who worked for its benefit; and
to glean from this insights about our present and our future.
і
What is most needed for our present and our future is the continued, multifaceted growth and development of our "Batko Soyuz."
With this in mind, we, the members of the UNA's Supreme Executive
Committee, proclaim a Jubilee Organizing Campaign whose goal is to enroll
at least 4,000 new members insured for at least Sll million in the UNA.
This quota will be divided among UNA districts in the United States and
Canada.
Our Organizing Department has worked out a detailed plan for this Jubilee
Organizing Campaign, and this plan will soon be unveiled. Participants in the
J ubilee Organizing Campaign will receive - in addition to regular organizing
rewards - special awards and honors.
The UNA's 90th Jubilee Organizing Campaign started with the beginning
of January 1984.
We call on all our districts and branches in the United States and Canada,
on all our district and branch officers, and on all our members to actively
participate in this Jubilee Organizing Campaign and, by thus contributing
toward the further growth and development of our "Ukrainian fortress
beyond the seas," to honor those who toiled for its benefit in the past and to
secure a better tomorrow for those who will succeed us.
Our Ukrainian diaspora, and especially our Ukrainian nation, need and
await our action.
ч

Supreme Executive Committee
of the Ukrainian National Association

Young carolers visit UNA offices

Supreme president's report
on the state of Soyuz
The Ukrainian-language
Svoboda daily is currently
publishing the minutes of
the 1983 annual meeting of
the Ukrainian National
Associations Supreme As
sembly, which was held at
Soyuzivka in June.
-A major portion of the
minutes is devoted to the
reports of supreme execu
tives, supreme advisors and
supreme auditors.
The supreme president's
report traditionally reflects
the state of the UNA as a
whole, andfor this reason it
is prepared in both the En
glish and Ukrainian lan
guages.
Below, in accordance with
its role as the English-lan
guage newspaper of the
Ukrainian National Asso
ciation, The Ukrainian
Weekly publishes the full
text of Supreme President
John O. Flis's report.
It is again a pleasure to render, as UNA supreme president, a fifth annual report
in a series starting with 1979. These reports of the supreme president are to a degree
a State of the Union message, or more, appropriately, a State of the Soyuz message.
Our Soyuz, the Ukrainian National Association, is our Ukrainian union. It is a
union of over 82,000 members who stand guard over the interests of the largest
Ukrainian organizational entity on the American continent. Our Soyuz has-in its
ranks the largest youth organization, the largest ladies' organization, the largest
Ukrainian political organization, and the largest and oldest Ukrainian American
organization.
"
The Ukrainian National Association is about to celebrate its 90th birthday. We
look forward to appropriate celebrations of the founding of the UN A oh February
22, 1894, at all of our centers regardless how small, including our main centers of
settlement, Philadelphia, Chicago, New York City, Cleveland, Detroit, and in the
city of our birth, Shamokin, Pa.
During the past year, the UNA has, without pause, continued to support our
worthy educational, cultural, religious and athletic institutions. The UCCA is the
only institution that has not shared in our annual parceling out of funds. The
reason is well-known to all of us.
In comparison to prior years, 1982-83 has been a quiet year, politically speaking.
It is my belief that the final election results of our 30th Convention have cooled the
ardor of our over-ambitious members. We must remember that the danger to the UN A
from that quarter has not disappeared but merely diminished. New weapons are
being forged for use against the democratic thought existing in the minds of the
members of the present Supreme Assembly.
Our lasting ailment is still with us. From the financial point of view, the UNA is
gaining on all fronts. But the annual loss in membership is appalling. We must
attribute our membership losses to the malady being experienced by all Ukrainian
fraternals and by all but a few American fraternals. Nonetheless, the UNA must try
every possible cure to stop our annual losses in membership. The Supreme Executive
Committee is going to use every possible avenue, and, with your active support,
bring the Ukrainian National Association out of its present predicament. Other
ethnic fraternals have gone through the same hours of trial and have come out
victorious, the Ukrainians are no less worthy. All we need is a strong, systematic
group effort to overcome this difficulty.
RECORDING AND FINANCIAL DEPARTMENTS
Nothing higher could be said about these two departments than to repeat what 1
have said about them in the past. Superb. Their cooperation with the office of the
presidency is exemplary. Our supreme treasurer, Mrs. Ulana M. Diachuk, and our
supreme secretary, Mr. Walter Sochan, deserve our vote of thanks for a job well
done.
The'financial situation has stabilized somewhat. Interest rates have fallen,
although not as much as we would like to see. The UNA has not placed a mortgage
on our headquarters so as to free some of our funds for a home for our seniors,
which in our minds shall be the next big project to be undertaken'by the UNA. Our
seniors are responsible for the growth of the UN A during the last 50 years. It is now
time for the U NA to reciprocate their foresight, devotion and kindness, and build a
facility for them and care for them in their autumn years.
The 450 secretaries receive prompt and courteous service from the office of the
supreme secretary and the office of the supreme treasurer.

Members of the Jersey City branches of two youth organizations, Plast and
SUM-A annually visit the UNA headquarters as Christmas carolers. This
ORGANIZING DEPARTMENT
year they visited the UNA on Friday, January 13. Seen in the photo above
are: (first row, from left) Jennifer Smotrycz, Peter Halkovych, AniaandOles '
The Supreme Executive Committee in an effort to bolster the results of the
Halushchak, and Stephen Smotrycz; (second row) Olenka Halkovych, organizing effort in 1982 and' 1983, resorted to what,we саД a "Double Your,
(Continued on pigt 5)
,– . . – . .
Roman Shewchuk,OreWiS^ryf^icffHryhory Kushnir.
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Supreme president's report...
(Continued from paft 4)

Insurance" program. This program netted for our membership rolls approximately
550 new members. From the point of view of our heavy reserves, we can well afford
to absorb any negative results of this program.
Let us go one step further. The total new members signed up bv the Organizing
Department for the period July І, 1982, to April 30, 1983, was 2,157. lfwesubtract
from this total the 550 members signed up under the."Double Your Insurance"
program, we will then arrive at 1,607 new members organized during this 10-month
period. The monthly average number of new members organized would then be
161.1 would ask if you consider that to be a satisfactory monthly organizing result?
At the 30th UNA Convention, which was held one year ago in Rochester, N.Y.,
Mr. Stefan Hawrysz resorted to convention rhetoric, as did others, and convinced
pur delegates that he was capable of better organizing results than his predecessor
had shown. Mr. Hawrysz has yet to exhibit such capabilities.
Although the Executive Committee has kept up the effort in looking for field
organizers, we have been unsuccessful in filling the desired quota of five or six new
field organizers. No difficulties have been placed in the path of our supreme
organizer to hire organizers. Our efforts in that respect shall go on unabated.
OUR HEADQUARTERS BUILDING
30 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N.J., is fully rented. The rents, however, are
still low since quite a number of floors were rented prior to 1978, 1979 and 1980 at
S8, S9, 510 per square foot. Floors rented prior to 1978 bring rents lower than S8 per
square foot. Space is presently being rented at S16 or more per square foot.
The management of the building has been passed on, with a few exceptions, to Al
Blahitka, who is doing an admirable job.
We paid our members 9 3/4 percent for the firs| three months in 1983 for interest
on their promissory notes. Prior to that the UNA paid our members 10 percent or
more per year.
The UNA received 5 percent interest on 58.4 million of its loan during 1982. Due
to higher profit than can be anticipated, it is safe to assume that this interest rate will
rise further in 1983.
SVOBODA
As a fraternal service to our members and to the entire Ukrainian community,
the UNA publishes a daily newspaper in the Ukrainian language. About 14,000 are
printed.daily except Sundays and Mondays and holidays.
The editorial staff has steadily risen to six full-time editors plus two part-time
editors who work two days per week. Others write editorials and articles for
Svoboda. It is a complete unknown to the Supreme Executive Committee how the
subscribers to Svoboda can steadily diminish annually and yet additional editors are
required to serve those remaining.
Although the editorial staff of Svoboda has risen in number, not one of the
editors has volunteered to be a UNA editor, writing and specializing tin matters
pertaining to the UNA only.
The daily content of Svoboda, according to most critics, remains high and is
superior in content to most other Ukrainian newspapers.
Our editor-in-chief will attend the meetings on Thursday to render a more
detailed report upon the editorial staff of Svoboda.
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
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The staff of The Ukrainian Weekly is operating to our complete satisfaction. The
articles appearing in The Ukrainian Weekly bring credit to our Ukrainian heritage
in general, and to the Ukrainian National Association in particular.
Each issue of the publication is praiseworthy. But there are times when Roma
Sochan Hadzewycz, the editor-in-chief of The Ukrainian Weekly, and her two coeditors, George Zarycky and Marta Kolomayets, bring exceptional high credit and
honor for the Ukrainian National Association: Such was The Weekly publication
of March 20, 1983, which was in its entirely devoted to the Great Famine of
1933. The original printing of 20,000 copies, plus additional copies mailed to
organizations in the United States and Canada upon request, attest to the
popularity of our Ukrainian Weekly and attest to the quality of materials published
therein.
The UNA'has approximately 6,000 subscribers to The Ukrainian Weekly, which
subscription is steadily growing.
The editor-in-chief of The Ukrainian Weekly will appear before the Supreme
Assembly to render her repprt.
SOYUZIVKA
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The UNA has paid out for Soyuzivka the sum of 545,000 in 1982, and SI 17,000
in 1983 (to date) for the capital improvements and furnishing and for accrued
expenses.
PAULUS HOOK COMMUNITY HOUSING CORP.
It was becoming more difficult to manage this housing complex. The building is
now 10 years old. Personal property used in conjunction therewith is becoming old
and will need replacement. We have encountered difficulty in providing a proper
managerial staff.
The N.J. Housing Finance Agency commenced enforcing a ruling that the
management staffs, of all agency projects, be professionally licensed and trained.
The UNA and РАСО were compelled to retain Westgage Management Company
for such management purpose, retaining for the owners the right to select the new
tenants and to sign all checks.
We now expect that the UNA will be required to spend less time in managing this
project.
THE SLAVKO NOWYTSKI AFFAIR
In 1979-80 we retained the service of Slavko Nowytski, a well-known
moviemaker, to produce for the UNA two films, one a 14-minute production sales
film, "Insurance Plus," and the other a 29-minute film, "Helm of Destiny,"
centering upon the trials, tribulations and accomplishments of the Ukrainian
immigration in America.
The total contract cost was to be 525,000 for the film "Insurance Plus " and
587,500 for thefilm"Helm of Destiny," which was increased to a film for 58 minutes
'tat a total cost of 5124,000. The contract was with Mr. Nowytski's corporation,
pilmart Corporations.
The films were produced and a copy of each film was delivered to the UNA for a
showing at our Rochester convention. The copies were brought to the UNA offices
after the convention.
Mr. Nowytski retained the negative for. the purpose of putting the finishing
touches onto them.
Mr. Nowytski then stated that because of cost over-runs, he is obligated to ask
the UNA for additional monies. He was told that he was paid the full contract price.
He agreed that he had no legal claim against the UNA but, nonetheless, the UNA
should pay him 540,000 for his cost over-runs.
In answer to the UNA'S request that Mr. Nowytski prove his cost over-runs on
the UNA films, Mr. Nowytski іпвгеагівем to the UNAproofofhis debts to some of
his creditors. The UNA wouldn't budge.
Next we heard from his attorney. Mr. Nowyuki put himself into bankruptcy, but
he was willing to finish two films if the UNA would pay his debts totaling
approximately 526,000 and a stipend to Mr. Nowytski totalling 56,000 for
additional work to be done by him en the films.
The UNA disclaimed all liabilities presented.
In the meantime, the UNA learned that it could have copies made of the original
films in its hands. The UNA proceeded to have copies made. To date, our districts
have had delivered to them on request a copy of the films for showing.
We are awaiting further developments in this master.
MERGER WITH UKRAINIAN FRATERNAL ASSOCIATION
The UNA Supreme Executive Committee continued to meet with representatives
of the governing circles of the Ukrainian Fraternal Association, and further plans
were made for merger at a special convention of both fraternals to be held in the
autumn of 1984. ,
Themerged fraternal would be known as the UkrainianNational Fraternal
Association, if the merger is approved at that special convention.
The tentative date of merger is the autumn of І 984. The convention delegates of
the two fraternals would meet in a final session if the merger is favorably acted
upon.
Some of the details of the merger are as follows.
The main office of the merged organization would be in Jersey City.
The proposed by-laws of the new organization are to be drawn by a by-laws
committee composed of three members from each fraternal, and such by-laws are
to be modeled upon the by-laws of other ethnic fraternals.
The merged fraternal would retain Svoboda as.a Ukrainian daily newspaper,
Narodna Volia as a Ukrainian weekly newspaper. The Ukrainian Weekly as an
English-language weekly. Forum would'continue to be published quarterly, and
Veselka would continue to be published as up to now.
The Executive Committee would be composed of nine members. The executive
vice president, the assistant secretary, the assistant treasurer and the second
director for Canada, as well as two out of seven auditors and six out of 16 advisors
would be elected from the ranks of the Ukrainian Fraternal Association at the 1986
convention. Thereafter no distinction would be made. Titles may be changed by the
by-laws committee.
The word "supreme" would hopefully be laid to rest.
The pros and cons of this great step have been and are discussed and debated by
Ukrainians everywhere.
Further discussion on this matter will take place at this meeting and the date of
the special convention shall be decided on. The Supreme Executive Committee in
the past indicated that it is in favor of merger of these two institutions, both
bastions of Ukrainian nationalism and American and Canadian patriotism.
The Supreme Executive Committee asks for further authority to bring about this
union of the two oldest and largest Ukrainian fraternals.

As was requested by members of this Supreme Assembly at last year's special
meeting in September 1982, the Supreme Executive Committee went to work in
order to make Soyuzivka a "better" resort.
New windows were installed in the Main House at a cost of S9,997. Rugs were
replaced in the hallways and in some of the rooms at a cost of 515,292. Furniture
was completely replaced in all of the rooms in the Main House at a cost of S25.933.
Drapes and bedspreads were purchased at a cost of 52,667. A new truck was
purchased at a cost of 53,500 and snow plow for 52,697. The children's pool was
repaired at a cost of 52,185.
The refurbishing of the Main House with new furniture freed some of the usable
furniture in the Main House for use in Uzhhorod, Vorokhta, Chernivtsi, Kiev and
Poltava.
THE UNA AND THE UKRAINIAN COMMUNITY
Work was done in repairing and painting all of Soyuzivka.
Our manager, George Prokopec, has performed well in all of the work involved
The UNA has, contrary to the opinion of some, acquired over its almost 90 years
in making Soyuzivka a resort to be proud of.
Mr. Walter Kwas has, at the request of the supreme president, taken upon of existence, the responsibility of standing guard over the rights, both economic
and
political, of the Ukrainian immigrants and their successors in America. The
himself the responsibility of repairing the Soyuzivka roads and three tennis courts,
UNA has riot shirked this responsibility no matter how difficult this task became.
for which we owe him a vote of thanks.
In October 1980, the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America was seized by
Prices have been increased slightly to reflect inflation as well as to bring prices
more in line with prevailing rates. Soyuzivka still offers the best vacations for their the leaders of the Liberation Front Organizations.
( C n n i w i – рив 13)
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In observance of The Weekly's 50th

rainian Weelcl У
Where's Yuri?
A p o p u l a r game a m o n g Kremlin-watchers of late has been
speculating about the mysterious four-month absence of Soviet boss
Yuri Andropov. The official explanation for his sudden disappearance
from public view is that the aging leader has been suffering from a cold.
There is strong suspicion, however, that he is seriously ill with a kidney
ailment. On the lighter side, some wags have speculated that Mr.
Andropov has been incarcerated in a labor camp, a victim of his own
well-publicized campaign against worker absenteeism.
In fact, Mr. Andropov's bizarre disappearing act is no laughing
matter. Here we have a situation where no one is quite sure who is
running the show in a country that is our most formidable adversary,
holds the key to future disarmament negotiations and is, inarguably,
the second most powerful country in' the world and the most
dangerous. It is an uncomfortable feeling, to say the least, not knowing
whose finger is near the doomsday button or who will pick up the
phone on the other end of the hotline.
This is no small matter. When President Ronald Reagan was shot
back in 1981, senior government officials did all they could (Al Haig
perhaps too zealously) to assure the nation and "the world that the
administration and its policies were still very much intact. What's
more, our Constitution and subsequent laws clearly delineate the
order of succession should anything happen to the president. In a
democratic system in which leaders are accountable to the electorate,
these provisions are not only prudent, they are a must.
Accountability to the people, of course, is an irrelevant principle in
the sinister and atavistic world of Soviet power politics. But what may
be crudely effective on the domestic front looks like pathetic burlesque
in the area of international relations. Although the Soviet Union has
always had a high humiliation threshhold, the Andropov affair almost
seems like totalitarianism parodying itself.
The serious dimension to all this, however, is that the world must
know with whom it is dealing. President Reagan, for example, would
doubtlessly like to know who is responding (read rejecting) his latest
peace initiatives and who will meet him at the summit when and if it
should take place.
If Yuri Andropov is seriously ill or incapacitated the Soviets should
say so. The guessing game of "where's Yuri?" may be fun, but it
seriously impedes progress in U.S.-Soviet relations and only serves to
exacerbate people's sense of instability and tension.

TO THE WEEKLY CONTRIBUTORS:
We greatly appreciate the materials - feature articles, news stories,
press clippings, letters to the editor, and the like - we receive from our
readers.
In order to facilitate preparation of The Ukrainian Weekly, we ask
,that the guidelines listed below be followed.
" News stories should be sent in not later than 10 days after the
occurrence of a given event.
" Information about upcoming events must be received by noon of
the Monday before the date of The Weekly edition in which the
information is to be published.
rf
' All materials must be typed and Double-spaced.
" Newspaper and magazine clippings must be accompanied by the
name of the publication and the date of the edition.
" Photographs submitted for publication must be black and white
(or color with good contrast). They will be returned only when so
requested and accompanied by a stamped, addressed envelope.
" Full names and their correct English spellings must be provided:
" Persons who submit any materials must provide a phone number
where they may be reached during the working day if any additional
information is required.
- MATERIALS MUST BE SENT DIRECTLY TO: THE UKRAINIAN
WEEKLY, 30 MONTGOMERY, ST., JERSEY CITY, N J . 07302.
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From Our pages in 1947
"An inspiring date," January 27, 1947:
Outside a thin sliver ortwo on its western extremities, which remain under Polish
rule, today all of Ukraine is "united"– under the rule of the Kremlin. Yet there is
no joy in the hearts of the Ukrainian people.
For centuries the Ukrainian people hoped and struggled not only for an
independent Ukraine but also for a united Ukraine, encompassing all of Ukrainian
ethnographic territories. Finally it appeared that at long last they had achieved
their goal.
On January 22,1919 - 27 years ago last Tuesday - in an inspiring ceremony in
the St. Sophia Square in Kiev, capital of Ukraine, representatives of the Ukrainian
National Republic, which had come into being exactly one year earlier following
the fall of tsarist Russia, and representatives of the Western Ukrainian Republic,
which had come to life November I, 1918, following the fall of Austria-Hungary,
formally met and, amidst great rejoicing, declared the union of these two republics
into one, indivisible, free and independent Ukrainian National Republic.
That was indeed a golden page in the history of the Ukrainian nation. The pages
that followed it, however, gradually turned blacker and blacker, as the newly won
Ukrainian national freedom became blotted out. Beset on all sides by powerful
enemies, betrayed by Moscow-led quislings inside her, ravaged by disease and
hunger, and ignored and discriminated by the victorious democracies of the West
— the young republic collapsed.
Partition of Ukraine then ensued, with Soviet Russia grabbing the biggestshare,
Poland the next largest, and Rumania and Czechoslovakia the remainder.
' The martyrdom of Ukraine that followed istoo well known to be dwelt upon here.
Came World War II. put of it the Soviets emerged as by far the most dominant
power on the Eurasian continent, and a great threat to world peace. Today, all of
Ukraine is under their rule. Ukraine has once more been "united."
But under what' terrible conditions. Not by the free people of her people, but by
brute force. Not in a free and independent Ukraine, but in a fictitious Soviet
"republic " ruled by the most despotic regime the world has ever seen, a regime for
which the dignity and rights of the human being mean naught, a regime which rules
by terrorism, and a regime which has starved, murdered or tortured to death
millions of Ukrainians, not to mention the other peoples under it.
Now, it is a long road that has до turning. The Ukrainian people know that the
day of reckoning is on its way. History often changes with startling rapidity, as
witness the recent years.
The day is bound to come when the historic event of January 22, 1919, will be
repeated, but this time with lasting results.
"The new arrivals," June 30, 1947:
Quite unobtrusively but very definitely there is a new element entering into our
Ukrainian American population arid organizational life. It is composed of those
Ukrainian displaced persons who through the vagaries of fortune — in their case,
good fortune — have managed to reach these shores and in most cases are destined
to become part of the American scene.
s
On the whole, they are people who at the outbreak of the recent war lived in their
native land — Ukraine. Eventually many of them found themselves in Nazi slavelabor camps. Many of them underwent the horrors, suffering and hardships of what
constitutes war, especially the last one.
^^
At its close, they steadfastly refused to return to their homeland. They resisted —
even unto death itself in some cases - efforts to force them to return.
The reason for this was and is simple. Much as they love Ukraine they dare not
return to it because, as Ukrainian patriots, as those who desire and strive to see it
free and independent, they well know what the Soviet Russian misrulers would do
to them if they returned. It would be a matter of ruthless persecution, purges,
banishment to forced labor camps, imprisonment or outright "liquidation."
Moreover, aside from their pro-free-Ukraine and democratic aspirations, the
Ukrainian UPs know well. too. from bitter personal experience and knowledge that
the Soviet totalitarian rule with its completely callous disregard of the most elemen
tary human rights, is even more vicious and inhuman than Nazi rule was in its
heyday.
Such then, in broad outline, is the background of the Ukrainian displaced
persons - some of whom, as we have already mentioned, have had the good
fortune to emigrate to this land of freedom and opportunity.
It is quite evident, in the light of their background, that the new arrivals on the
whole Have certain personalities, qualities, views and opinions - which in
aggregate eventually may have a certain influence on our Ukrainian American life
and conceptions of things.
The question is now whether it will be an influence on Ukrainian American life or a collision with it.
"
We hope and believe that it will be the former, that .the new Ukrainian
immigrants - for that is actually what they are - will gradually adjust themselves
to the realities of our way of life and contribute their share to its development which is based on sound American democratic principles and a devotion to the
cause of Ukrainian national freedom.
To be sure, the adjustment of the new arrivals to Ukrainian American life is, and
' will not be for quite some time, an easy matter. This'fact is quite evident already
now. The matter, however, is too complex in its nature and too far-reaching in its
implications to be treated adequately within the confines of this space. Still, some of
its points can be touched upon here.
There is, for instance, a steadily growing number of complaints from the new
arrivals that our Ukrainian American life is not what they think it should be, that it
is not Ukrainian enough, that it is rather shallow, that so many of our younger
generation do not or care not to use Ukrainian in their speech or in their writing.
There is also the complaint from some of them that The Ukrainian Weekly is
published not in UkrainianbutinEnglish.TherehasalsobeensomecriticisrHgifthe
recent, outstanding in all respects, UYL-NA Rally in New York in notbeing
Ukrainian enough. In fact one of the new arrivals went so far as to criticize young
(Continued on page 13)
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delivered to the External Affairs Department, that
Mr Mulroney's speech at the rally constituted a
violation of the 1975 Helsinki Accords. The rally was
sponsored by the World Congress of Free Ukrainians,
which the Soviets claim is a subversive group.
The Soviet procest, which was delivered by Alex
ander Podakin, a press attache at the Soviet Embassy
in Ottawa, called Mr. Mulroney's statement, which
condemned the Soviet government's role in master
minding the famine, a "100 percent lie."
The editorial said that Mr. Podakin "does not
understand" the workings of a free press or a free
parliamentary system.
"He presumes that the Department of External
Affairs can chastise the Leader of the Opposition for
the statements he makes," the paper said. "It would be
amusing, except that nothing about the deaths of 3 to
10 million people can be amusing."

Courier Times
LEVITTOWN. Pa. - The Great Famine in
Ukraine (1932-33) vas mentioned in a letter to the
Bucks County Courier Times by Alexander P.
Tatomyr. The letter, which dealt primarily with
Ukrainian independence Day, was published on
January 19.
Noting -hat January 22 marked the 66th anniver
sary of Ukrainian Independence Day, Mr. Tatomyr
wrote t hat the Soviets have employed various forms of
repression to thwart the aspirations of the Ukrainian
nation.
"During the 63 years of Russian occupation,
Ukraine lost over 30 million of her population," he
wrote. "In the time of the Great Famine in 1932-33,
organized by the Kremlin, not fewer than 7 million
Ukrainians were starved to death and another 6
million deported to Siberia, where they perished."

Calgary Herald
CALGARY, Alta. - In a letter to the editor
published in the November 18 issue of the Calgary
Herald, Robert V. Bulmer challenged an earlier letter
in which a reader compared the U.S. invasion of
Grenada with the Nazi takeover of Europe.
In defending the U.S. intervention, Mr. Bulmer
wrote that the action was necessary in light of Soviet
and Cuban designs in the Caribbean and in view of the
Soviet Union's history of oppression and conquest
exemplified by such events as the Great Famine in
Ukraine (1932-33), which killed an estimated 7 million
people.
Mr. Bulmer called the famine, which was orchestrat
ed in Moscow to help break peasant resistance to
collectivization, "complete - premeditated murder,"
noting that the regime "starved to death 7 million
Ukrainians because they didn't cooperate the way the
USSR dictatorship desired them to."

Globe and Mail
TORONTO - The December 16 issue of The Globe
and Mail earned an editorial on the Soviet protest
against Opposition Leader Brian Mulroney's Decem
ber 4 agpearance at a memorial rally in memory of the
7 million victims of the Great Famine in Ukraine
(1932-33).
The editorial, headlined "A 100 percent truth."
dismissed Soviet allegations, made in a written protest
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Gateway
EDMONTON — The Great Famine in Ukraine
(1932-33) was the subject of a lengthy centerfold article
by Ken Shipka published in the January 12 issue of
Gateway, the University of Alberta student news
paper.
The centerfold also included an accompanying
interview with Yar Slavutych, a famine survivor and a
former professor at the university.
In the articles, Mr. Shipka summarizes the reasons
for (he famine, which killed an estimated 7 million
Ukrainians. Citing such experts on the subject as Dr.
James Mace of the Harvard Ukrainian Research
institute, Prof: Bohdan Krawchenkoofthe University
of Alberta, and Malcolm Muggeridge, one of the only
Western journalists to report accurately on the famine,
Mr, Shipka wrote that the famine was the result of
deliberate Soviet policies aimed at eradicating a
nationally conscious Ukrainian pesantry.
"With the relentless drive toward collectivization,
state-owned farms destroyed productive incentives for
the farmers," wrote Mr. Shipka. "To make matters
worse, Moscow sent troops to requisition virtually all
the grain grown by the farmers who worked on either
the individual or collective farms."
The result of these policies was mass starvation,
which..in turn, led to such barbarous acts as
cannibalism and the eating of carrion, according to
eyewitness accounts.
Yet, despite the slow death of millions, few in the
West were informed of the tragedy ravaging Ukraine
because, according to Mr. Shipka and other specia
lists, many Western journalists were sympathetic to
the Soviet experiment while others .were simply
forbidden from traveling into the afflicted areas.
(Continued on page 10)

For the record

Notable quoteSsabout the Great Famine
Australian Sen. Alan Missen (Liberal-Victoria), among other communities and to effect the Russidea
chairman of the Australian Parliamentary Amnesty tion of the country. He was also determined to enforce
Group, speaking in the Senate on November I, 1983: collectivization which was completely contrary to the
long traditions and wishes of the Ukrainian peasants.
I wish to speak tonight on a subject which has had He wanted to destroy the kulaks and to force them into
very little discussion in this Parliament in previous collective farms. He proceeded to do this with ruthless
times. It happens to be the 50th anniversary of a determination, using as his chief ally and potentate in
terrible famine which the people of Ukraine experienc Ukraine Pavel Postyshev who for some years proceed
ed inthe 1930s. People from Ukraine who are settled in ed to carry out his policies.
many parts of the world, and particularly those who
As has been pointed out, the way in which he
are in Australia, are commemorating now, the actions succeeded in doing this was by deliberate acts to
which caused the deaths of millions of Ukrainian induce famine in Ukraine coming to a head in
people in the 1930s, the facts of which have been very 1932-33. ...
much hidden from the world since that time. As one
That is an indictment of which the world ought to
who has joined a committee to participate in the know but unfortunately, as we know, it has not been
commemoration of the Ukrainian Famine Holocaust, made clear. Something like 10 percent of the popula
which arose very much from the plan and the aims of tion was lost in that period. What was going on in that
Joseph Stalin and those who controlled the Kremlin at country under Postyshev acting on Stalin's orders, was
that time. I think it is high time that some of those facts the destruction not only of the culture but also of the
were put on the record.
Orthodox Church, which was separately controlled,
This man-induced famine, which led to millions of and the destruction of the Catholic Church, which
deaths in Ukraine in 1932-33 has not received the since that time has been banned. ...
attention of the world to the extent that the German
It is important that we commemorate this anniver
atrocities at that time and later did. Of course, all facts
about the famine were suppressed by the Soviet sary and bring it to the notice of the world as best we
can. As democrats, we have a duty to do that, not just
government at that time. ...
1 believe that it is high time that we in the West because history in itself should teach us something that
placed on record these facts and gained some facts such as these should be made known and the
knowledge and experience from what then happep"d. truth of the Soviet tyranny should be known, but
Regrettably at that time the world did not have much because at present there is a continuing suffering of the
Ukrainian people. If we do not take up these causes
knowledge of the monstrous famine.
...Stalin had in mind two objectives. First, he was and bring these matters to the knowledge of the world
determined to destroy any signs of national feeling 1 am afraid we are not doing our job. ...

THE GREAT FAMINE

The year 1983 marked the 50th anniversary of
one of history's most horrifying cases of
genocide - the Soviet-made Great Famine of
1932-33, in which some 7 million Ukrainians
perished.
Relying on news from Svoboda and, later,
The Ukrainian Weekly, this column hopes to
remind and inform Americans and Canadians of
this terrible crime against humanity.
By bringing other events worldwide into the
picture as well, the column hopes to give a
perspective on the state of the world in the years
of Ukraine's Great Famine.

October 16-31,1934
PART XLIX
On October 17, Svoboda printed an article
datelined Moscow, which, reported that Harold
Denny, Moscow correspondent for The New
York Times, traveled through various regions of
the Soviet Union and saw no signs of famine. In
Ukraine, he wrote, the peasants were satisfied
and had smiles on their faces.
On October 18, Svoboda once again published
news of Mr: Denny's reports in The New York
Times. He continued to deny that there was
famine in the Soviet Union, specifically in
Ukraine. He wrote that he had traveled to the
Kherson region, where the fields were burnt out,
but the peasants in that area insisted that they
did not suffer from famine. He said that the only
peasants that might go hungry will be those who
refuse to join collective farms. He added that if
the collective farmers run out of bread, the
government will supply them with food.
On October 19, Svoboda once again reported
that Mr. Denny had written in The New York
Times that the Soviets were worried because
millions of bushels of grain and vegetables were
rotting away, waiting to be transported. Mr.
Denny blamed disorganization for the slow
transport.
і
V--5
On October 23, Svoboda reported on a news
item which had appeared in The London Times,
criticizing the Soviets' treatment of the private
farmer, who had higher grain quotas than the
collective farmer. According to The Times
correspondent, the private farmer had to turn
over at least 75 percent of his grain; if he could
not meet this quota, he would have to join a
collective farm. So, the crackdown on peasants
outside the collective farms continued. The
Soviets were very lenient, however, with pea
sants whose family members served in the Red
Army or the reserves; they did not have to pay
any taxes.
On October 24, the headline in Svoboda read:
"Denny Himself Admits that People are Leaving
Ukraine Because of Famine." The news report,
datelined Moscow, stated that the harvest in the
Ukrainian steppes had been poor and the
farmers had to search for food elsewhere. Mr.
Denny wrote that many of the farmers were
moving to cities and towns; others were moving
to western Siberia.
On October 25, Svoboda printed an editorial
which called on all Ukrainian Americans to
disseminate the truth about the situation in
Ukraine and the famine there. The editorial
pointed out that Mr. Denny began writing that
there was no famine in Ukraine, then denied that
Ukrainian peasants were suffering. Then, in his
latest dispatch he stated that the harvest had been
poor, but there was so much surplus grain from
the previous year that no one would go hungry.
Svoboda asked: why, then, did Mr. Denny write
that over 1,500 people had left the collective
farms in one area because there was not enough
food to nourish them?
(Continued on a m Ц)
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Understanding the computer

The bytes of modern technology
by Julian Kryzanowsky

so on. We give these instructions to a
computer in a special language, an
artificially developed language that it
understands. All notions having to do
The computer is a sophisticated with computer language have no physi
electronic machine, but by itself it can cal substance, but have a uniquely
neither think nor decide; its intelligence abstract, purely logical character. As
is quite non-existent. Now that weVe opposed to the hardware, this logical
. put it in its proper place below humans, side of the computer is known as.the
we must mention that the computer is software.
capable of some fantastic work. It is
A computer can work correctly only
extremely fast and precise, makes no if both of its halves are matched to form
mistakes and has no emotional pro a coordinated whole. Before buying any
blems. But, it can only do what a person computer, it is very important to re
tells it to do.
member that in today's frerrzied market
We must clearly differentiate between there are few standards. Each manu
the two "halves" of every computer. The facturer has his own special designs and
first half is all of the stuff, the bulk languages. The result is that you cannot
material, that gives the computer a take a certain hardware "half"and stick
physical form. This is everything made it with just any software "half." Diffe
of metal and plastic: the case, wires, rent hardware and software are likely to
screen, disks, printer, and so forth. All be totally incompatible with one
of these things are quite real and another. They won't form a coordinated
substantial, hard to the touch, and for whole, and the computer will not work.
this reason they are called the hardware.
Just as human language is construct
The other half of the computer is the ed from words, and words from letters,
knowledge, the "intelligence" given to it the fundamental language of a com
by people. More exactly, this is the set puter is also composed of words and
of instructions that tell the computer letters, with letters themselves made
what to do, how and in what order; from binary digits; The binary system is
when to begin work; at what point to a mathematical system that imposes a
finish; what decisions to make; what formal structure on all information.
information to take into account; and The smallest unit of information is a
PART II

шапшшштшнишшшшян
Letters to the editor

item deserving action, one wonders how
the issue will be approached.
The first step should be to under
stand what Russification actually is, but
little has been done in this respect.
Systematic research on the Russifica
tion problem is virtually non-existent.
Valuable source material is often
Dear Editor:
I am writing to give public expression scattered in many books and journals,
to our association's full and unequivo or is unpublished. New Soviet publica
cal support of Congressman James J. tions that re-define Ukrainian history,
Florio's introduction of H.R. 4459 for language and culture almost never get
the purpose of establishing a congres– reviewed in the West. Occasional stu
sionally chaired commission on the dies that have appeared hardly form a
1932-33 famine in Ukraine. Specifically, base on which serious action could be
we will be embarking upon a campaign planned, it is simply surprising that
of letter writing in the entire con even though most will agree that Russi
gressional delegation from the associa fication is Ukraine's central problem,
tion itself as well as prompting indivi the Ukrainian emigration has not yet
dual members to contact, whether by established an institution devoted to
letter, telegram or phone, their respect documenting Russification or hired
qualified individuals who would devote
tive representatives.
their talents full-time towards studying
. Generating lobbying support for the it.
bill must become a priority for the
This year we must not simply march
Ukrainian community. Organizations
in Washington to protest Russification..
such as Americans for Human Rights in
We must not approach our legislators
Ukraine, the Ukrainian National Asso
empty-handed, with only a request to
ciation and the Harvard Ukrainian
"condemn the Russians." Several con
Studies Fund that have taken the lead in
crete proposals for combating Russifi
this effort are to be applauded. The
cation have surfaced. The Harvard
Ukrainian American Professionals and
proposal to establish a Ukrainian "Yad
Businesspersons Association of New
Уаіпет," a center to document Ukrai
York and New Jersey is joining this
nian martyrdom, and to create a new
endeavor and heartily encourages all
position of senior faculty rank in
religious, political, women's and youth
modern Ukrainian affairs should be
organizations to follow suit, if they have
considered realistic. We should give the
not done so already.
Harvard' proposals serious analysis
when thinking of the Russification
Bohdan Wytwycky problem, especially in view of the
president Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute's
Ukrainian American Professionals and success in making Ukrainian studies a
Businesspersons Association legitimate, accepted scholarly discip
of New York and New Jersey line.
In the near term, Ukrainian emigre
organizations will probably be tempted
to justify their programs with emo
tional declarations against Russifica
tion and a marching of the troops. But,
Dear Editor:
as in the case of the famine commemo
You correctly single out Russifica rations, events in Washington consisted
tion as an issue deserving much atten of parallel action by both credible
tion (editorial, January 15). The scholars and experts and a show of
Weekly's articles on Soviet reality often public support and lobbying. Similarly,
do this. However, when Ukrainian we shouldfirstestablish a solid base, i.e.
organizations slate Russification as an documentation, research and analysis.

Supports Florio
famine bill

Urges research
on Russification
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adopted by the Japanese, who have
arranged their letters into the Katakana
code.
In Ukraine also computers have been
in use for many years, and the Cyrillic
alphabet is coded in a similar manner.
But these computers are large ones
dedicated to the requirements of the
Soviet government and its institutions.
.
;ine a row of eight tiny Personal computers, available to the
of eight bits. Computers general public, are not to be found. This
create and remember individual letters will remain the case for years to come in
using such a row of bits, popularly a society where lowly typewriters are
known as a byte. Because there are eight viewed with great suspicion. It would be
units of information present, 256 diffe unthinkable to allow the distribution of
rent combinations of ones and zeroes personal computers, which have all of
are possible. Each one of these com the functions of a typewriter plus a great
binations represents a different letter of deal more. The Soviet government
the alphabet, a decimal number from 0 would tremble with fear in the face of an
to 9, or a punctuation symbol; alternate inevitable information revolution.
ly each combination stands for a
Later on we shall discuss the Ukrai–
different operation to be performed by nianization of the computer outside
the computer.
Ukraine.
' The computer wouldn4 be much use
We don't have to talk to a computer
by using ones and zeroes. We use to us if we didn't have some way of
communicating
with it, or if it wasn4
higher-level languages that computers
also understand, like the BASIC com able to communicate to us what it has
puter language that is sprinkled with done. Thus, besides a language, a means
ordinary English words. In almost all of interaction is necessary between
situations, we can totally forget that an person and computer. We can speak to
entire coded system of letters has the computer by typing our commands
evolved for the 256 possibilities of a byte on a keyboard very similar to that of an
(the ASCII code), with codes designat ordinary typewriter. The'computer
ing capital and lowercase letters, num talks back by writing to a video display
bers, and so forth. The code was adopt somewhat like a television screen. To
ed by the United States, and European use a computer, you dont need any
and other countries that use the Latin special training, and you dont have to
(Continued on pafe 13)'
alphabet. A similar system has also been

binary digit or bit — we might think of it
as a tiny box which is either full or
empty. If the little box is full, then we
assign the bit a value of one; if empty,
the bit has a value of zero. Thus we have.
іпй only two, hence the
ary: 1 ("yes" or "electric
") and 0 ("no" or "current is

Ш

before we march against Russification.
Our hope in 1984 should be for every
one's participation in establishing a
solid base for future effective action
against Russification.
Roman Procyk
Westfield, N.J.

world and make ourselves heard.
Marie Halim Bloch
Denver'

Irked by charge of
Nazi collaboration
Dear Editor:
Says libraries listen On January 13, at 8 a.m., the local
CBC station, on a program called
"Daybreak," had a Mr. Saul Litman
to users' views
Dear Editor:

With regard to Andrew Kotliar's
complaints about the lack of Ukrainian
material in his local public library
(Ocean County, N.J., Library), I should
like to suggest that he make those
cojnplaints to the library itself. As a
publibunstitution supported by tax
dollars paid by the public (Mr. Kotliar
included), its staff is duty bound to
listen and to try to make amends.
Better results are forthcoming if the
complaints are turned into requests.
For example, he and other Ukrainian
patrons of the library might well request
that the library purchase Ukraine: A
Concise Encyclopedia or some other
works that Mr. Kotliar feels would be of
use and interest to the general public as
well as to the Ukrainian segment of it
and that would help to fill the gap in the
library's holdings. The purpose of the
library is to meet the needs of its
patrons.
Here in our Denver Public Library
such requests from the public are
welcomed and given serious considera
tion. Our library also annually makes
available copies of the textbooks chosen
for use in the public schools for the
public to examine and make written
comment upon. It's a good chance for
the Ukrainian community to point out
errors in such books, particularly in the
muddle-headed books that purport to
be histories of Russia.
Even if results of Ukrainian commu
nity and individual action are not
immediately apparent, in the long run
such actions will have good results.
What 1 am saying is that it does little
good for us to complain of such im
portant matters to each other. We must
turn our voices toward the American

talk about Ukrainian Nazi collaborators.
He said he had sent the names of two
Ukrainians from,the Montreal area to
Canada's solicitor general, Robert
Kaplan, with the hope that extradition
procedures could be commenced. (He
also pointed out that Simon Wiesenthal
supported this action and the choice of
individuals.)
Mr. Litman went on to say that there
were "hundreds" of collaborators in the
Montreal area. He left his statement
vague enough so that it was easy enough
to infer that perhaps these "hundreds"
were all Ukrainians. Mr. Litman, I
might point out, went totally un
challenged by the interviewer, Pauline
Couture.
Needless to say, the net effect of Mr.
Litman's words is that everytime the
average Canadian hears a Ukrainian
name or meets a Ukrainian, he may just
wonder if he isn't dealing with a colla
borator. Mr. Litman's talk is not an
isolated incident. The Canadian media
is replete with examples.
What іпшіе world are we going to do
about this problem? Perhaps we could
establish an office or organization in a
city in Canada and the United States so
that when incidents like the above occur
'we could have access to spokesmen who
could provide alternate perspectives on
these sensitive issues. I'm just throwing
this out as a suggestion. Perhaps The
Ukrainian Weekly could run an article
about possible solutions in Canada and
in the U.S. This matter touches not only,
the older generation, it deeply affects
those of us active in professional life as
well, and it will continue to stigmatize
our children unless we do something
quickly.
Maria Koval
Montreal
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short narrative poem of unknown
authorship which recounts a legendary
event and passes orally from one gene
ration to, another. The definition fits
admirably. Both the piano work by
Liszt' (described subsequently) com
posed 1847-48 and the 1959 recording
by mezzo-soprano Zareska2 use the
specific form of "ballad" in the titles.3
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Pairing of Churay songs

"Hryts" theme and variations
In memory of Lviv composer Anatoliy Kos-Anatolsky, untiring exponent of the
popular song.
PARTI
The legendary 17th century Ukrai
nian Kozak songstress Marusia Churay
allegedly conceived several songs, later
widely sung in Ukraine, such as "Viyut
vitry" (Wind Song), "Zasvystaly koza–
chenky" (The Kozaks Whistled) and
others, each with an extensive history of
performances, uses by composers in
their music, etc.
For example, the "Wind Song" was
sung widely and recorded in Ukrainian
by eminent baritone Igor Gorin in his
own arrangement, while the song "The
Kozaks Whistled" became incorporated
into the soundtrack of the Hollywood
film "Taras Bulba" by composer Franz
Waxman.
Probably the most famous song
attributed to Churay is the ballad "Oy
ne khody Hrytsiu" and, according to
legend, depicts an actual tragic event in
Churay's life — her poisoning of her
lover for infidelity. In some American
printings the song's title is "Don't Go
Gregory." Gregory is an equivalent of
the Ukrainian Hryhoriy, the formal
name of the Kozak Marusia Churay
loved, while Hryts or Hrytsko is a
diminutive form. For practical pur
poses the song will be referred to as the
"Hryts ballad" in this survey.
The Hryts1 ballad has been published
in many countries, including America,
in various remakes and arrangements as
also in the original Ukrainian form.
The legend
The original Ukrainian lyrics actually
describe how Hryts was loved! by two
girls, one of whom had no desire to
share him with the other. So, early one
Sunday morning, she gathered some
poisonous herbs, on Monday she wash
ed them, on Tuesday she cooked them,
on Wednesday fed them to Hryts and on
Thursday he was dead. The song
actually starts as a warning to Hryts,
cautioning him against going to a party
with a certain girl there.

In 1921 the Hryts ballad was publish
ed in an English translation in the
Botsford collection of folk songs along
with the "Wind Song," allegedly also by
Churay. Throughout the last and the

ОЙ, HE ХОДИ ГРИЦЮ
AnianU

1. Ой, не xo - ди Гри-цю та на ве-чер-ни - ці,

бо на ве - чер - ни-цях дав - ки ча - рі-вни-ці,

котра дав-чи-на чор-но-бри-ва - я

та ча-рів-

ни - ця спра-вед-ли - вая
Original version of the ballad.
in Ukraine and outside, but his account present century, both of these melodies
was limited to literature, drama and. were paired in some sets of works.
folk song collections. 1 wish to trace Besides Liszt, Alois Jedlicka, a Ukrai
musical adaptations of the Hryts ballad nian composer of Czech descent, had
outside Ukraine.
arranged both melodies and published
them in his collections of songs. Both
Poetry, prose and drama
songs seem to manifest themselves in
the Poltava area, which was where
Before we start our survey from a Marusia Churay supposedly lived.
purely musical standpoint, it should be Jedlicka flourished here and published
underlined again that the Churay legend his collections of tunes in Poltava.
and especially the Hryts ballad enjoyed
Such localizing and pairing of the two
a lengthy if not always satisfying en tunes may be attributed to the strength
gagement in poetry, prose and drama, of the Churay legend as manifested in
especially Ukrainian.1
the Poltava area by Ukrainians. But
The Hryts ballad was mentioned by what is more fascinating and significant
Taras Shevchenko in one of his novels, lies in the combining of said tunes in
while the legend of Marusia Churay was non-Ukrainian publications. In the case
used most recently by the Ukrainian of the aforementioned Botsford collec
poetess Lina KostenkoJn an extended tion, the New York publishers simply
work on the subject.
used the Jedlicka arrangements, credit
ing him for the music (the English texts
were supplied by American poets). The
Ballad depiction
pairing of the two songs by Liszt will be
/The Hryts song has been depicted as a discussed later.
ballad from the oldest recorded copies
known. A ballad, as defined by Webster,
First published in Russia
is a romantic song having the same
melody for each stanza and a popular
The Hryts ballad was printed for the
first time in a Russian songbook 4
funded by a merchant, Sergei Petrov.
Its fame was later spread through
Russia by the Russian pianist
and composer Alexander - Dubuque,5
who included the Hryts ballad in his
"50 Airs Petit-russiens pour piano" (50
Little-Russian Melodies for Piano). In
this album the Hryts ballad is marked
"Andantino" (slowly); the piece is for
piano solo for beginners and consists of
the original song and of one uninvolved
variation.

The story-legend is set during the rule
of the Ukrainian Kozak statesman
Bohdan Khmelnytsky. For her act
Marusia Churay is convicted and sen
tenced to be executed, only to receive an
order of clemency at the last moment
from the merciful Khmelnytsky.
Folk legends that center around
Marusia Churay and her allegedly
autobiographical song have been as
sembled by musicologist Leonid Kauf
man in several publications, but these
were subsequently questioned by
another scholar, Hryhoriy Nudha of
Lviv.
The latter doubts Churay's histori
city and suggests a purely literary
genesis for the heroine and her story. If
Kaufman failed to prove his point with
genuine documentation, Nudha failed,
to disprove the possibility of said
events, although his advocation of strict
scientific methods is a valuable step in
the right direction. The ever-industrious Portrait of Marusia Churay recon
Nudha also uncovered a wide array of structed in 1965 by artist F.P. Samus
from legends.
literary applications of this theme both

Poland and Hungary
Researcher Nudha also claimed the
Hryts ballad was translated into Polish
and Czech.6 We know the ballad was
included in the songbook "Music to
Polish and Ukrainian Songs of the
Galician People," arranged for voice
and piano by Karol Lipinski.' This
collection contains music and texts to
86 Polish and 74 Ukrainian songs. The
Ukrainian material does noi appear in
the original language, but is translite–

Karoi Lipinski
rated into the Latin alphabet.
On page 135 the collection included
the Hryts ballad. The songbook pre
sented only one stanza and text ually it is
not the familiar ballad as we know it but
a variant. The song is marked "Mode–
rato quasi Andante" (moderately slow
ly). Musically it is designed for voice
with piano, but the instrument may play
alone if desired. The arrangement is
harmonically modest but adequate.
The next Polish composer to appro
priate the Hryts ballad was Henryk
Jarecki.8 Among his works he left a
cantata for chorus and orchestra titled
"Duma ukrainska" (Ukrainian Histori
cal Song) after Juliusz Slowacki.
The cantata describes the sincere love
of a young couple, death of the young
girl following a Tatar raid and the
young man's despair. The three-part
work is based on Ukrainian intona
tions, and the last movement uses the
melody of the Hryts ballad.9 Since the
score is not available in this country,
nothing further can be said at this time
about Ukrainian elements in Jarecki's
work.
(Continued on page 10)
1. Hryhoriy Nudha wrote that in the
last 130 years there appeared about 25 works
for the theater based on the Hryts ballad, not
all of them successful. See his "Balada pro
otruyennia Hrytsia і lehenda pro Marusiu
Churay" (Ballad About the Poisoning of
Hryts and Legend About Marusia Churay),
Zhovten (No. 2, 1967), p. 133.
2. A record album of Ukrainian folk songs
by eminent opera and concert artist Eugenia
Zareska (Zarytska) with orchestra con
ducted by Jacques Belasco. Released on the
stereo Urania label (US-5137). Playing time
of the Hryts ballad: 4:15.
3. The genre of the Ukrainian ballad was
explored at length by Hryhoriy Nudha. See
his book "Ukrayinska balada" (Kiev. 1970).
4. "Vseobshchiy novoizbrannyi pesennik"
(Moscow, 1805).
5. A. Dubuque (1812-97), student of Field
and teacher of Balakircff. His album was
published by the renowned P. ,lurgenson,
Moscow (no date).
6. Hryhoriy Nudha. "Balada pro otru
yennia..." p. 133.
, 7. Lipinski (1790-1861), Polish \iolinist
and composer, close friend of Chopin. Asa
violinist he was so successful that he rivalled
Paganini himself. Although he appeared in
many countries of Europe he also worked in
Lviv, western Ukraine. His collect ion of folk
songs, which appeared there in 1833, pre
dated by four years another very influential
collection of songs, "Rusalka Dnistrovaya"
edited by Markian Shashkevych.
8. Jarecki (1846-1918), student of Mo–
niuszko and composer of the opera "Ma–
zepa". (after Julius? Slowacki). was also
known as conductor in opera houses of Lviv
and other cities.
9. M.B. "Ukrayinsky folklor u (yo"rchosti
polskykh korapozytoriv" (Ukrainian Folk
lore in Works by Polish Composers),
Ukrayinsky kalcndar (Warsaw. 1974), p.
251,
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New York City groups greet Losten on feast day
STAMFORD. Conn. - Representa
tives of major Ukrainian American
'church and civic groups in the New
York City metropolitan area visited
with Bishop Basil H. Losten of the
Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy of Stam
ford on January 14 to greet him on the
occasion of the feast of his patron, St.
Basil the Great, and to wish him well in
the New Year.
About 40 representative; took part in
the perennial tradition. The meeting
took place in the dining room of St.
Basil College, the interdiocesan semi–

Nostra culpo
The Weekly's January 15 issue in–
corrently identified the youngest mem
ber of UNA Branch 127 in Buffalo as
Dmytro Hanuszczak. The name of the
young UNA'er is Peter Dmytro
Hanuszczak.

AUNA
insurance policy
is an investment
in the
Ukrainian
community

nary located at the seat of the Stamford
Eparchy.
The Yeast of .St. Basil the Great, a
lourth century Byzantine monk and
bishop, occurs, January I. The,meeting
took place on January 14, which is the
first day of the year according to the
Julian calendar which is observed by
St.– George Church in Manhattan, one
of the eparchy's largest parishes.
The New York contingent was led by
the church's pastor, the Very Rev.
Patrick Paschak, who is also superior of
the community of Basilian Fathers that
minister there. The New Yorkers were
joined by groups from Stamford, Bridge
port arid New Haven, Conn.
The guests presented the bishop with
a donation to the St. Basil College
Seminary Endowment Fund, a SI.5
million endeavor established by Bishop
Losten in 1981. Tb,e S2.000 donated will
be placed together with the rest of the
funds in a closed account, the interest
from which is expected to suffice to
cover the operating costs of the semi
nary from year to year.
Bishop Losten took note of the year's
events, noting that the "atmosphere"
of this year's meeting was "more opti
mistic" than the year before. He cited
the peaceful conclusion of the World Bishop Basil Losten holds cake baked
Congress of Free Ukrainians, which by Alexandra Shust, wife of Canon
resulted in the election of Canadian Yaroslaw Statist, pastor of St. Mary's
barrister Peter Savaryn as president of Ukrainian Catholic Church, Bridge
the umbrella organization, as evidence port, Conn., during January 14 recep
of the improving state of the Ukrainian tion of New York metropolitan delega
community.
tion.

Now available

THE GREAT
FAMINE
IN UKRAINE:
THE UNKNOWN
HOLOCAUST
Compiled and edited by
the editors of
The Ukrainian Weekly

'

'
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Voter registration
deadline nears
NEW YORK - New York City
residents wishing to register lor the.
April 3 presidential primary in New
York, must register by Friday. February
3. with the Board of Elections at 131
Varick St. (10th floor), where applica
tions may be obtained.
The Board of Elections office will be
open to receive applications until
midnight on February 3.
Citizens eligible to register are those
18 years and over, those who have never
voted, those who haven4 voted" in the
last four years, and those who have
moved. For information call 924-1860.

"Hryts" theme...
-, (Continuedfrompage 9)
The Polish composer Jan Karol
10
Gall set a number of Ukrainian folk
songs for– chorus in several editions.
Perhaps his most ambitious choral
collection in two volumes appeared in
Lviv in 1903 under the title "150 Songs
for Male and Mixed Chorus." It con
tains Polish music but also quite a few
items labeled "Ukrainian folk song" the
texts of which are also (transliterated)
Ukrainian (i.e. using the Latin alpha
bet). Of course Gall did not miss the
Hryts ballad, and it is set successfully for
both male and mixed choruses.
The Hryts ballad became translated
into Hungarian by M. Fintsivsky ("Ne
jarj, te Gergely"Jand by otherauthors."
10. Gall (1856-1912), while not a house
hold word today, was fairly well known in
Galicia in his time. He taught for a while at
the Lysenko Music Institute in Lviv (western
Ukraine) and enjoyed friendship with the
Ukrainian composer Analole Vakhnianyn.
11. Hryhoriy Nudha. "Balada pro
otruyennia..." p. 132.

Gateway...
(Continued from page 7)
Experts such as Toronto author
Marco Carynnyk believe that political
considerations also playec! ;s role in
Western indifference to the famine.
particularly in light of the rising threat
of Nazi Germany and the.deshre on the
part of mans Western governments to
maintain good relations wi'.h Moscow.
U

AN APPEAL
To all concerned people.

Published by N
the Ukrainian National Association
Featuring:
DR. OMELJAN PRITSAK: Foreword
DR. JAMES E. MACE: The man-made famine of 1932-33: what happened and why
DR. MYRON B. KUROPAS: America's "Red Decade" and the Great Famine cover-up
MARCO CARYNNYK: Malcclm Muggeridge on Stalin's famine: "deliberate" and "diabolical'
starvation
EYEWITNESS RECOLLECTIONS
DISSIDENTS ON THE FAMINE
Available only from SVOBODA PRESS, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
Price:
1-9 copies
10-19 copies
20 or more copies

,

S3.00 per copy, plus SI.00 postage and handling per order
S2.50 per copy, plus J2.00 postage and handling per order
52.50 per copy, plus S3.00 postage and handling per order

ALL ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID. MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO SVOBODA PRESS.
New Jersey residents add 6 4 sales tax.

Your support is needed for
passage of a bill to establish a
U.S. g o v e r n m e n t - f u n d e d
congressional commission to
study the causes and conse
quences of the 1932-33 famine
in Ukraine.
A massive letter-writing cam
paign to U.S. legislators is
being initiated by AHRU. Get
involved! Your financial and
active help is essential for the
success of this effort. Send
your contribution and/or write
for additional information to:
AHRU (Americans for Human
Rights in Ukraine), 43 Midland
Place, Newark, N J . 07106
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
Key Urgo, Fl. By owner 1,23 acres on the
water w/3 units. Potential 7 more, looking
for partner t60.000.00 V, interest or

260.000.00 sale.
Peter L. Hyszczak. 98751 Overseas
Hwy, Key U r g o , Fl. 33037.

(305) 451-4478
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Notes on people

of SUM-A and the Ukrainian Students'
League of Buffalo.'where she partici
pated in both dance and chorus groups.
She is the daughter of Vasyl and
Maria Sharvan. who are the proprietors
of the Orbit Gift and Package Dispatch,
Inc. Mr. Sharvan is-the producer and
director of "Vasyl Sharvan's Ukrainian
Radio Program," a show serving the
Ukrainian community since the. 1950s.
He has also served as the area'UCCA
president for eight years.
Miss Sharvan belongs to UNA
Branch 127.

Larissa Sharvan
LOS ANGELES - Larissa Sharvarf
recently graduated from the University
of Rochester with a bachelor's degree in
mechanical engineering and moved to
California to accept an engineering
position with a Los Angeles-based firm.
She plans to continue her education
in California, and eventually receive a
doctorate in medical engineering.
Growing up in Williamsville, N.Y., a
suburb of Buffalo, Miss. Sharvan was
one of the top students in her class and
an active member of the Ukrainian
community. She began studying ballet
at the age of 4 and also took piano
instruction. At 14, she attended model
ing school and later Vied for the title of
Miss Buffalo.
, Miss Sharvan was an active member

Appointed library director
'AKRON, Ohio - George Hodo
wanec was recently appointed director
of the University of Akron Library and
Learning Resources Center and a pro
fessor of bibliography, the Akron
Beacon Journal reported.
Mr. Hodowanec came to the Univer
sity of Akron from Emporia State
University in Kansas, where he served
as director of libraries since 1975.
Working at the. Temple University
library as a college student, Mr. Hodo
wanec became so interested in the work
that he made it his major graduating
with.a bachelor's degree from Temple
and a master's in library science from
Drexel University. He then attended the
University of Pittsburgh, where he
earned an advanced certificate in libra–

Jersey doctor receives Family Physician Award
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Dr. Swiato–
slaw Woroch, an obstetrician and
gynecologist with a practice here,
recently received the Family Physician
Award from St. Mary Hospital in
Hoboken, N.J.
He was named recipient of the award
after the resident staff voted him the
physician who "best exemplified the
ideal role model of a family doctor in
1983."
Dr. Woroch is an attending physician
at St. Mary Hospital and has been a
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member of its faculty for two years. He
teaches residents, during their^ rotation
through obstetrics and gynecology and
serves as a consultant on gynecology to
residents in other services.
In selecting Dr. Woroch for the
award, the 26 residents in the Family
Practice Program at St. Mary con
sidered the following criteria: skill and
knowledge, concern for patients, teach
ing ability, and care exercised in ex
plaining the implications of diagnoses
and treatments.

Dr. Swiatoslaw Woroch (right), an obstetrician and gynecologist and a member of
the faculty at St. Mary Hospital, receives the Family Physician Award from Sister
Grace Frances Strauber, hospital president. Taking part in the ceremony are Drs.
Leonard Balacco (left) and Angelo DeMarco, co-chiefs of the resident staff, which
made the selection.. ,
. lv..., ,
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rianship. In 1972, he received a docto
rate in Communications and educational
media from Temple.
The librarian began working in the
reference department at Philadelphia's
Free Library in I960 and two years
later, he became a cataloguer at Temple
University. In 1965, he was chosen
director of the Carteret, N.J., Public
Library.
He became chief librarian of the
Cambria-Somerset Library with 20
branches in'the Johnstown, Pa., area in
1967, then moved on to Drexel's educa
tional media laboratory' before trans
ferring to Emporia State University.
Born in Ukraine, Mr. Hodowanec
came to Philadelphia with his family
when he was 14 years old. He attended
Philadelphia's Roman Catholic High
School before going on to Temple.
Presently, Mr. Hodowanec, his wife,
Oksana. and three children reside in
Akron. The children, Maria, Paul and
Mark, attend Akron University.

Named Capsela champ
NEW YORK - Ten-year-old Steven
Zabniak of Astoria, a fifth-grader at St.
George Ukrainian CatholieiSchool,
recently became the official Interborough Capsela Building Champion.
What is a Capsela building champion,
you ask? Why any kid, or kid at heart,
would know that it is a motorized
construction set,made by Play-Jour, the
company which also sponsored the
contest. The Capsela consists of a
system of interlocking gears and plastic
capsules that enables one to build
spaceships, lasers, robots and the like.
Steven, the building wiz, won a S500
Savings Bond and a guest appearance
on. the nationally syndicated cable TV
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"Joan Fontaine Show."
He earned his champion?:ip by
' constructing his Capsela crcati -. in an
hour and a half in the windov і if the
FAO Schwarz toy store on Filth venue.
Steven is not a Capsela ch; :.spion
only; he has won a few trophies in
swimming competitions at So /ivka
while attending summer ca' p. He
belongs to UNA Branch 26".

Mink breeder profiled
With
NOR! H COLLINS, N.Y.
rrent
the cold winter air of the
w.ay
"Siberian Express" making
through the United States, іпу a
woman may bu,wishing she ha. mink
coat.
Mink rancher Walter Usyk \ see to
it that many of the women I e that
warmth. He began raising m is 25
years ago as a hobby, starting t with
five females, he told Bob Buyc of The
Buffalo News.
Arriving in the United States from
Ukraine and settling in Cleveland. Mr.
Usyk began working as a truck driver.
He said that one of' the stops on his
route was an Ohio mink farm. He
thought that he, too, could raise minks.
Today, he and his son Walter Jr. have
about 700 females, mostly pastel and
dark brown, and they produce an
average of about 3,300 kits (about five
kits from each female).
Tending the hardy creatures is no
easy task. They have to be looked in on
at least four times a day, and the Usyks
have learned that one mink per cage
produces larger and better pelts; they
use less energy and do less damage
battling one another.
The minks live on meat parts, broken
eggs, poultry parts, fish parts and
certain cereals. Once they have grown,
they are pelted in Novemberand usually
purchased at New York auctions by
European buyers.

Boston-area activist prepares Ukrainian exhibit

Sophie Windsor displays Ukrainian artifacts at Roslindale Library.
BOSTON
Sophie Windsor, a demonstrations in many places includ
Roslindale. Mass.. resident, recently ing the International Institute, Natick
organized a display of Ukrainian arts, High School Folk Festival and other
crafts and culture at the Roslindale colleges and clubs in Massachusetts.
Branch of the Boston Public Library.
The recent library exhibit included
Mrs. Windsor, born in Lviv. is a well- examples of woodcarving, Ukrainian
known area activist and pysanka maker. embroidery, glass, works, books and
She has conducted classes in this craft at photographs from Ukraine.
the Cambridge Center lor Adult Educa–
The exhibit was on display from
tion:and.J^s,erga^k^^^h^i^Wsand, .-Sept,embeF.lA through Nove^nbep.-IS.
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On October 26, Svoboda printed news reports
from Pravda stating that Ukraine was slow in
conducting its grain collecting for the state.
Pravda stated that the Soviets were being too
liberal with the saboteurs who ignored the
importance of Soviet rules about grain collec
tion. The reports stated that the Soviets took 80
percent of the grain for the state, leaving 20
percent for the people.
That same day Svoboda reported that Mr.
Denny had written an article in The New York
Times, stating that the Soviet state had collected
97.8 percent of the grain quota. This was 60
million more bushels than collected at the same
time in 1933.
Other news from Moscow published in
Svoboda on October 26 indicated that the
Soviets believed reports of famine were a form of
anti-Soviet propaganda. The Soviets insisted
there was no famine, and for this reason they
stopped admitting relief packages and foreign aid
for their citizens from other countries.
On October 27, the headline in Svoboda read:
"Soviets Execute Those Who Do Not Supply
Grain to the State." The story said that some
peasants were being executed for stealing grain
from the state reserves and others were being
imprisoned.
On October 30, Svoboda ran a news report
datelined Kiev, which stated that sabotage in the
Soviet Union continued. At a conference of the
Communist Party, Pavel Postyshev reported
that anti-Soviet activities continued in Ukraine.
Although the quota for grain that year had
been Tilled 100 percent, he said progress was slow
and the government had encountered quite a few
acts of sabotage. Postyshev also stated that he
was sure that German and Polish agents had
been circulating among the Ukrainians in I933
and inciting the people to act against the Soviet
government.

; On October 19, The Ukrainian Weekly
Sprinted the following commentary.
' "In the face of the assidious propaganda on
the part of certain agencies that everything is
rosy in the USSR and that no famine exists or
existed, we have ever newly appearing reports of
impartial observers to the contrary.
"William Henry Chamberlin's (the newspaper
correspondent who served 12 years in Soviet
Russia and who was forced to leave because of
'his insistence to report what he saw and not what
the Soviet censorship told him to) latest book,
"Russia's Iron Age," is a moving document, one
that deserves the attention of all interested in
Soviet Russia and Ukraine under its misrule.
"In this book the author tries to be scrupulous
ly fair. Looking back at his long stay in Soviet
Russia, he says: '...the first outlines of Russia's
new system of planned economy have been
written on the living bodies of the present
generation as sharply as if with a sword.'
"His characterization of Soviet Russia is
'Unlimited propaganda plus unlimited repres
sion.„And a government by terror.'
"Speaking of the Great Famine in Ukraine
during 1932-1933 which he witnessed with his
own eyes and which he charges as being
'deliberately employed as an instrument of
national policy, as the last means of breaking
down the resistance of the peasantry to the new
system,' the author says that 'There is something
epicaily and indescribably tragic in this enormous
dying out of millions of people, sacrifices on the
altar of a policy which many of them did not
even understand.'
" ''The horror of this last act,' writes Mr. '
Chamberlin, 'in the tragedy of the individual
peasantry is perhaps intensified by the fact that
the victims of it died so passively, so quietly,
without arousing any stir of sympathy in the
outside world. The Soviet censorship saw to
that.' "
On October 26, The Weekly wrote an editorial
about the famine in Ukraine. It reported on a

Supreme president's report...
(Continued from page 5)

The UNA walked out of the I3th Congress because of the total disregard by the
Liberation From of the rights of organizations that are not members of the
Liberation Front. A Committee for Law and Order in the1 UCCA was quickly
formed by those that walked out of the 13th Congress in order to be in a position to
negotiate a return to the UCCA.
The UNA had hoped that this wayward step of the leaders of tlie Liberation
Front Organizations would be corrected quickly and all those organizations that
walked out of the 13th Congress would return to the fold. Our expectations never
materialized. The victors showedno remorse for their act, much less any inclination
to be lenient with the "vanquished." Three attempts were made to bring the
opposing sides to the negotiating table.
The first was a try in December I980and January 1981 by Prof. Lev Dobriansky,
president of the UCCA, the only officer elected by the entire UCCA convention.
The talks failed. No one bothered to call other additional negotiating sessions.
The second series of meetings was called by Mr. Ivan Bazarko, president of the
World Congress of Free Ukrainians. The Presidium of the World Congress of Free
Ukrainians requested Mr. Bazarko to see if community peacejin America could be
brought abdUt. Again the,negotiations failed.
.
,
The third and last effort to bring about community peace among American
Ukrainians, or Ukrainian Americans, as some would insist to be called, was the
result of a call for national unity issued by the hierarchs of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church, which call was joined in by His Beatitude Patriarch Josyf Slipyj, the
primate of the Ukrainian Catholic Church. In answering !the letter from His
Beatitude to me as president of the UNA. I assured His Beatitude that the UNA
will, with other organizations, return to the negotiating table and will do everything
in its power to secure a just and lasting peace in our Ukrainian community. The
pressure built up, and the UCCA was forced to invite the opposition to the
negotiating table. The UCCA delegation refused to recognize the Committee for
Law and Order as an organized body. That was not of essence. But when the UCCA
delegation refused the opposition's demand that the representatives of the Catholic,
Orthodox and Baptist clergy be present at all negotiations as arbitrators, the
opposition could see no further need for negotiating sessions unless this point was
first favorably resolved. The opposition was forced to act. Since negotiations were
deadlocked, the members of the Committee for Law and Order had to take steps to

Notice
regarding Ukrainian Independence Day
All materials - brief news stories, or photos and captions - on
Ukrainian Independence Day commemorations must be received by
The Weekly no later than February 13 in order to be considered for
publication. Any materials received after February 13 will not be
published. There will be no exceptions. - The editors.
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newly released monograph by British writer
Lancelot Lawton called "Collectivized Agricul
ture in the Soviet Union."
An excerpt from the editorial follows.
"In moderate language, Mr. Lawton shows
that in the Soviet paradise there are Marge
numbers of people who are continually deprived
of a sufficiency of food.'
"The monograph has already been the subject
of much ill-balanced criticism from Communist
and Russian sources. Even the Monthly Review
issued by the Moscow Narodny Bank in London
devotes, in its September issue, considerable
space to a criticism of Mr. Lawton's memoran
dum. Obviously there is grave fear among the
Soviet authorities that a knowledge' of the
condition of her agriculture will, if widely
known, seriously prejudice her credit standing."
The last paragraph of the editorial quoted a
priest, formerly of Satanav in Ukraine, who had
recently emigrated to England. Interviewed by a
Catholic Herald reporter, he said that instead of
the promised economic prosperity, the major
portion of the population and particularly the
peasants, had never suffered more. There was
not a cat or a dog to be seen in Ukraine, as the
starving peasants had already devoured them.
So acute was the lack of. food that the people
gathered nettles and boiled them in order to
extract the iron tonic, and the children had taken
to the practice of picking flowers and eating
them to get the taste of sugar.

Around the world:
Bruno Richard Hauptmann, the accused
kidnapper and murderer of the infant son of
Charles and Anne Morrow Lindbergh, was on
trial in Flemington, N.J.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt opposed the
candidacy of novelist and socialist Upton
Sinclair for governor of California.

form a new representative organization and make application for membership in
the World Congress of Free Ukrainians for recognition as an organization
representing the Ukrainians in the United States. The organization was formed and
its name is Ukrainian American Coordinating Council. A letter was sent to the
World Congress of Free Ukrainians applying for membership in said body.
CONCLUSION
The Ukrainian National Association has grown in assets from 546,783,000 on
June 30, 1982, to S48.600.000 on April 30. 1983. This growth in assets does not truly
reflect the growth of the UNA, for the appreciation in value of Soyuzivka and of
our headquarters building is nowhere reflected.
The membership of our association is being gradually dwindled at an alarming
rate. We had lost 4,246 members in the four years prior to our 1982 convention. The
loss in membership from July I, 1982, to April 30,1983, would indicate a continua
tion of this same trend.You will hear what steps have been taken and what steps are
planned to be taken in the future to alter the loss curve in the membership rolls of
the UNA. One thing is certain. The UNA must rely more and more upon pro
fessional organizers, besides its secretaries, if it is to favorably cope with the annual
membership decreases.
In all probability, when the Supreme Assembly meets next in 1984, the
operation's of the UNA will be completely computerized. We will do so as a matter
of necessity. Computerization is a general business trend with which the UN A must
conform or suffer the consequences. We must member that the UNA can no longer
find the bilingual employees that it was able to choose in the past. It is understood
that no employees will be laid off upon computerization.
The UNA has to, finally, make up its mind whether or not it will merge with the
Ukrainian Fraternal Association. The Supreme Executive Committee and the
majority of the membership in general appear to be in favor of merger. There is a
similar indication from the membership of Ukrainian Fraternal Association. What
;
s more important is that the entire Ukrainian community appears to favor such a
consolidation of our forces. Necessity of consolidation appears to be a foregone
conclusion. It is more for the benefit of our entire Ukrainian communitythan for
а іу visible benefit to either the UNA or the UFA that the merger will be brought
about. It is more a question of "when"and not "if" when wespeak of merger of our
two fraternals.
And, finally, we must cope with our position in the community if we are to regain
tl e prestige for the Ukrainian community which it once occupied. The UNA has
c;.red for and has been guided by the good of the Ukrainian community in America
^Tnr almost 90 years. Now, in times of difficulty, our Ukrainian community again
looks to the UNA for leadership.
Wc\have able men in our Ukrainian community who are willing to do the work.
With OWA support the Ukrainian community will come out ,of its present
difficulties victorious. The UNA cannot be left wanting in rendering this support.
The new central organization being formed within the Ukrainian community, the
Ukrainian American Coordinating Council, should have our support. Let us
disprove what was claimed at the 13th Congress, that the UNA is not what it used to
be. Let us prove once and for all that the Ukrainian National Association is not
what it used to be only because it is greater than it used to be.
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From our pages...
(Continued from page 6)

American-born characters taking part in the "Kozaks' Reply to the Sultan" scene
in the rally festival because, of all things, in reciting their lines in Ukrainian they
used the "Halytsky" (western Ukrainian) accent and not the eastern Ukrainian
accent
There has also been a complaint that the "many-million-dollared" Ukrainian
National Association has not made it its business to provide for the transportation
of Ukrainian DPs into this country — overlooking the fact that the laws of this
country do not allow it or the further fact that the UNA and its members, through
its National Fuftd, its press and other facilities deserve the chief credit for Ukrainian
American progress and aid to Ukrainians abroad, including the DPs themselves.
It! is not our purpose to reply to these and similar complaints about Ukrainian
American life made by some of our new arrivals (we use the word "some"
advisedly). Actually, most of these complaints are based on a general misconception
of things. Undoubtedly there is much to criticize in Ukrainian American life, but it
is not along the lines as mentioned above.
We believe that with the passage of times, our new arrivals will begin to perceive
things and values in Ukrainian American life which as yet they cannot see. Some
notable exceptions among them recognized them immediately, and as result they
are contributing valuable elements to our organizational life and activity.
It is all a question of adjustment. We to them and they to us. Understanding and
tolerance as well as good faith are required of both sides.
"Tbey need your help," November 17,1947:
Ukraine and Ukrainians'need your moral and material aid. By "you" we mean
you young Americans of Ukrainian descent. Now more than ever funds are
required to help finance the action in this country which, in the first instance, has as
its objective the propagation of and support of the Ukrainian causeand those fighting
for it, and in the second instance, extension of relief to the suffering Ukrainian
displaced persons.
Thus far the bulk of the burden of the material support of the Ukrainian cause
and Ukrainian relief has been borne by the older generation. Now it is up to the
younger generation to bear a proportionate share of it.
Both the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America, which devotes itself
primarily to America's peace effort and to the cause of Ukraine's liberation, and the
United Ukrainian American Relief Committee, which devotes itself primarily to
relief work among the Ukrainian displaced persons and orphans in Europe, both of
these nationally representative organizations are sorely in need of more funds to
carry on their work.
As reported on these pages last week, the relief committee is now conducting a
special drive to" raise 5250,000. The recently held Ukrainian Tag Day in
Philadelphia was part of the drive. It is worthy of note that besides dropping coins
or dollars into the 'collection containers on that day, Philadelphians of nonUkrainian stock responded to the relief committee advertisements in the local press
by mailing substantial contributions to the relief committee headquarters. The very
first day after the advertisements appeared about IS such contributions came in
by mail.
The recent agreement with the American Military Authority in Frankfurt and
the International Refugee Organization, signed by the relief committee's
representative in Europe, Attorney Roman Smook of Chicago, calls for a very large
expenditure to aid the Ukrainian orphans and sick there, to equip schools for the re
education of adults, help in the Americanization of those coming here and to seek
new lands for the refugees.
Obviously, the funds required by the relief committee cannot be raised solely by
the older generation. The younger generation has to pitch in and help. In several
notable instances it has already done so, but much more is required of it now....
But the main portion of memory is
totally blank each time the computer is
turned on. This memory space is ready
know how to write computer programs. to hold all of the instructions and
Computer experts have already done all information that a person commands it
of this for you: in half an hour any to remember. Referring to its memory,
novice can do useful work with a the computer performs everything that
computer. When you need a permanent it is requested to do very obediently,
record of the computer's work, it can with no protest, no reluctance, no
quickly print all of its results on paper, aggravation and no prodding. It re
through a printer attached to the members all the important results of its
computer. The computer can also work in its main memory, and from
record information for its own later use memory it will show them to you on the
on a magnetic disk. The disk thus serves video screen or printed on a piece of.
as a file. Whenever necessary, you can paper, depending on your instructions.
command the computer to read the disk
and recall certain information. The
The larger the memory available to
computer reads a magnetic disk much the computer, the larger the number of
like a tape recorder or record player instructions, data and results that the
scans a tape or a record and produces computer can work with at one time
music.
before it runs out of "space." The size of
the memory is measured by the number
All the parts of the over-all system, of letters that can be stored at one time,
such as the video screen, keyboard, a and this measures in the thousands. The
magnetic disk (or tape recorder) and the technical term for memory space is the
printer, are not integral parts of the kilobyte unit, roughly equivalent to
computer itself. For this reason they are 1,000 letters. For example, the
called computer peripherals. But an average capacity of today's most po
inseparable and integral part of the pular personal computers is 64,000
computer is its internal memory.
letters, or 64 kilobytes (64K).
A small area of the memory contains
a permanent copy of the language rules
When power to the computer is
that the computer must obey, as well as turned off, all of the instructions,
the shapes of all of the letters that it can infprniatior),,and Jesuits, in the ,majn,
possibly display on" the video screen. memory are erased.

The bytes...

Have you contributed to the
UKRAINIAN COMMUNITY
in 1984?

FUND

1
SEND IT NOW!
U K R A I N I I N AMERICAN COORDINATING
COUNCIL
140 Second Avenue U New York, N.Y. 10003

Insure;and be sure.
!
Join the UNA.
KLK - CARPATHIAN SKI CLUB
OF TORONTO
sponsors

NORTH AMERICA SKI
CHAMPIONSHIPS
U N D E R T H E AUSPICES OF USCAK
(Federation of Ukrainian Sports Club of North America)

February 25 A 26th, 1984 at Song Mt., Tully, N.Y.
Interstate Rt. 8 1 , Exit 14, So. of Syracuse
Saturday, February 2 5
8:30 a.m. - Slalom and giant slalom in following groups: men, women, senior men, junior
men (14-18), junior women (14-18), boys A girls (9-14).
7:00 p.m. - DINNER 8. TROPHY PRESENTATION fi DANCE.
Sunday, February 2 6
9:00 a.m. - cross-country race.
For information contact, no later than February 22, enclosing S15.00 fee per person Mr. Ihor C h u m a , 2 9 Bearwood Dr., Islington, Ontario, Canada M 9 A 4 6 5 .
Reservations should be made individually to: Holiday Inn.l Syracuse. Exit 36, N.Y. Thruway,
(315) 457-4000. Special rates - refer to Ukrainian Ski Club.

'. M

MORRIS MUSEUM OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
NORMANDY HEIGHTS ROAD
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY
TELEPHONE 201 538-0454

(Continued from page 8)

Arcadia Olenska-Petryshyn
Environmental Paintings
February 4 - March 18, 1984
Opening Reception: Friday, February 3, 1984, 6:00-8:00 o'clock P.M.
R.S.V.P. by February 1 .

FOR O N L Y 2Ф PER DAY
you can be insured for

S5.000
under an

ACCIDENTAL DEATH
and

DISMEMBERMENT CERTIFICATE
of the

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
The low, low premiums for new A D D Certificates,
issued after Oct. 1, 1983, are as follows:
S6.50
Annually
. S3.35 '
Semi-annually
S1.75
Quarterly
.60
Monthly
Premiums are the same for all members, age 16-55.
ялж^жмжшажмлшіглаіГждіїРяблшлжлалЬмАіЯ JWT МИ I T X O J H J ' M g B g ^ g j і
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Olenska-Petryshyn works to be displayed

Ukrainian National Association
Monthly reports
ORGANIZING DEPARTMENT
THE FIVE BEST IN NOVEMBER 1983

Districts:

Chairman:

Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago, ill.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Detroit. Mich.
Shamokin, Pa.

Branches:

"

1. . 231 2. 316 3. 144 4.
25 5. 347 -

.

Camden, ft.J.
Rochester, N.Y.
Doylestown, Pa.
Jersey City, N.J.
Millville,' N.J.

2

Organizers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Members:

ll!

1.
2.
.3.
4.
5.

W. Pastuszek
W. Hawrylak
Alice Orlan
Daria Zapar
Kvitka Steciuk

349
142
104
100
95

Secretary:
P. Pitner
W. Hawrylak
Anna Stefanic
Kvitka Steciuk
Dana Zapar

Members:

Branch:

Members:

101
47
43
33
30

231

101

316
144
347
25

47
44

зо 27

Total Number of New Members for 11 Months of 1983 -.

1,772

Total Amount of Life Insurance in 1983

55.302,000
Stefan Hawrysz
Supreme Organizer

"Garden with Sunbursts" (62 x SO) by Arcadia Olenska-Petryshyn.

OPERATION
KEELHAUL

APARTMENT
FOR RENT
EAST VILLAGE. 4 LARGE ROOMS.

(212) 475-7167

j
"'the barracks were now quiet, after the
J military trucks deported with their first
j cargo of people under guard. M"y belt was
attached to the high water pipe. Goodbye,
! young life! (He would soon be 21.)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
і
і
I
I
I
I
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J
I
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I
j
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UKRAINIAN
COOKERY

"Through the window of my cubicle I
saw the office door open, and a sergeant
came out. He walked toward my barrack. A
message, the thought flashed.– I hurried to
remove and hide the belt.
"There was a single knock, and the
locked door was opened. The sergeant
stood in the doorway, smiling a little. THEY
WILL NOT SEND YOU BACK, he spoke
slowly, in his broken Russian that I could
understand.
"My strained nerves gave out with
relief. I stumbled into the bed bunk, to sit
down. I was saved!"

One critic, Eileen Watkins of the
Star-Ledger in Newark, N.J.. has written
that Mrs. Olenska-Petryshyn's plants
are "endowed with at least semi-human
qualities."
SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 12. 1984

by Savella Stechishin,

TRADITIONAL UKRAINIAN COOKERY
by Savella Stechishin
(Handling and postage charges
i n c l u d e d ) ' S 14.00
New Jersey residents add 6 - sales tax

VLESSIANA
I

^ADITIO\^

"My boys would remain with the neighbors
for a while, outside this transfer camp. (The
two orphaned brothers, oldest 5, were
fellow Ukrainians. He saved them from the
ruins of bomb-blasted Berlin, near the end
of Second World War.)

MORRISTOWN, N.J. - Environ
mental paintings by Arcadia OlenskaPetryshyn will be exhibited at the
Morris Museum of Arts and Sciences
on Normandy Heights Road here in
Morristown.
The exhibit, curated by Harry Fre
derick Orchard, will be on view from
February 4 through March 18. It will
feature eight of her oversized rendi
tions of foliage, trees, cacti and branches,
which she began painting in 1977.

The Yearly Meeting of the Brotherhood
of Sts Peter S Paul Branch 102 Cleveland.
Ohio will hold its Yearly Meeting on Sunday,
February 12. 1984 at 12.00 noon at St.
Josaphat's Church Hall. 5720 State Road..
Parma. Ohio. Members please attend, there
will be election of Officers for 1984 and im
portant projects to discuss.
Or. A. Zguta. President
John Polansky. Treasurer
Nicholas Bobeczko. Fin. Secretary

"In some her compositions they
cluster by windows, as if politely
returning the gaze of the viewer, in
others they mass in armies, or loom
entangled and threatening against night
skies. The gardens have a collective life,
as well, and may seem to be crawling up
the edges or spilling beyond the boun
daries of their canvases," Ms. Watkins
noted.
Mrs. Olenska-Petryshyn was born in
Ukraine and arrived in New York City
with her parents in 1949. She holds a
master's degree in art from Hunter
College, where she studied with Robert
Motherwell and William Baziotes.
The artist has had individ ual shows at
the Bodley Gallery in New York, the
Court Gallery at the University of
Chicago, the University of Toronto, the
University of Maryland, the Ukrainian
Canadian Art Foundation, the Ukrai
nian Institute of Modern Art. the
Oxford Gallery in Edmonton and the
New Jersey State Museum, to name a
few galleries.
Her works appear in collections all
over the world, including Canada, the
United States. Germany. France.
England. Scotland and China.

THE VOICE OF AMERICA IS SEEKING

SVOBODA BOOK STORE
3 0 Montgomery Street

Box 4 2 2 a Dublin. Ohio 4 3 0 1 7

Jersey City. N.J. 0 7 3 0 2

UKRAINIAN SPEAKERS

-\
Doctor ALEXANDER N. KOSTEK
wishes to

announce

THE OPENING OF HIS SECOND OFFICE
on February 4, 1984 at

who have broadcasting or journalistic experience. V0A representatives will be in Chicago January 30th
February 3rd to interview candidates.
The work consists chiefly of translation and adaptation, original feature writing, and voicing
Ukrainian texts for broadcast. The positions to be filled require writing ability, a voice suitable for
shortwave broadcasting, an excellent command of English, and thorough familiarity with American
life and institutions.
Salaries begin at S20.965 - S25.366 per annum, depending on qualifications. Written and voice
test are required.

110 Passaic Avenue " Passaic, N.J. 0 7 0 5 5
FOR FAMILY PRACTICE AND INTERNAL MEDICINE

on Saturdays from ll;OO a.m. to 1:00 p.m. by appointment.

Tel.: (201) 365-8075

Interviews in Chicago will be conducted at the Mc Cormick inn hotel, 23rd and the
Lake, beginning January 30th. Potential applicants may call Mr. Ed Kulakowski of VOA
Personnel at (202) 485-8117 to arrange for an interview.
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Journal marks
20th jubilee
WINNIPEG - The Ukrainian-lan
guage journal Shashkevychiana, the
periodical of the Markian Shashkevych
Centre, marked 20 years of uninterrupt
ed publication with the release of its
November 1983 issue.
The journal appears twice a year, in
June and November, the months, re
spectively, in which the 19th century
Ukrainian writer died and was born.
For further information about the
publication or the Markian Shash
kevych Centre, interested persons may
write to the center at'456 Main St.,
second floor, UVAN, Winnipeg, Man.
R3B 1B6.
,
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listic passions among Ukrainians living as models for any future Soviet analysts
in Poland. They incited them to come of the Ukrainian role in "the events in
out against the authorities and the Poland," should these be forthcoming.
Polish United Workers' Party, but from
In the meantime, it is interesting to
'their own' positions. Such chauvinistic note the readily apparent intention to
forays served for a time as a screen to fuel age-old Polish-Ukrainian animosi
conceal the complete identity of the ties and thereby preclude a foundation
aims and designs of the Polish counter for mutual understanding between the
revolution and the Ukrainian bourgeois two peoples. To that end Mr. Tsoppi
does not fail to call the attention of
nationalists."
Mr. Tsoppi also notes that Ukrainian "Polish patriots" - i.e., KSS-KOR and
"bourgeois nationalists" collaborated KPN - to the alleged participation of
with the leadership of KSS-KOR and Ukrainians in the execution of Polish
the Confederation for an Independent intellectuals in German-occupied Lviv
Poland (KPN). He claims that in May and in the suppression of the Warsaw
1980, KPN adopted a resolution "in uprising. Novoye Vremia, which is
support of the OUN-ites who found published in several languages, is wellshelter in the West after World War II, suited for the formation of public
expressing its fervent desire to wage a opinion. Thus, soon after Mr. Tsoppi's
joint struggle for a free' Poland and an article was published, Trybuna Ludu
carried a piece by its Moscow corres
'independent' Ukraine."
It is to be expected that Messrs. pondent which was similar in tone and
Cherednychenko and Tsoppi will serve orientation.

Soviets attempt.
(Continued from page 2)

organizations in the West- Among other
things, it was announced at the press
conference that on August 1'9, 1983,
Polish security services in ,Bytom had
detained a French citizen of Ukrainian
origin who was apprehended in the act
of passing "espionage-type instructions,
microfilms, and money" to an unnamed
Soviet citizen. Not unexpectedly, Mr.
Tsonpi links the activities of Ukrainians
abroad - specifically, the Organization
of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) —
with American intelligence "in the
struggle against people's Poland." As
for the Ukrainian minority in Poland,
he writes:
"At the same time, the 'freedom
lovers' from the OUN did everything
possible to whip up primitive nationa

(Continued from page 2)

European pope. Other contributing
factors were changes brought on by
Vatican 11, such as the decision allow
ing liturgies to be said in the vernacu
lar, and, to a lesser extent, the signing in
1975 of the Helsinki Accords which
committed the Warsaw Pact countries
to greater religious freedom, a commit
ment partly kept in East Germany" and
Hungary.
"Eastern European Communist
parties, with the exception of Albania's,
appear to have abandoned the hope that
religion - Marx's 'opiate of the people'
— will vanish in some foreseeable
future'," wrote Mr. Markham.
In Bulgaria and Rumania, in fact.
Orthodox Church hierarchs have, ac
cording to the author, a long history of
collaboration with Communist authori
ties; Church autonomy is greatest in
East Germany and Poland; and Ru
mania last year eased the severe re
pression of its Roman Catholic mino
rity.
But, according to the author, severe
repression against the Roman Catholic
Church continues in Czechoslovakia,
where the regime of Gustav Husak has
embarked on what one Vatican source
called "an experiment with the complete
atheization of a country." Despite these
efforts, Mr. Markham reported that
there is a startling emergence of an
underground Roman Catholic Church
in Czechoslovakia, even though priests
continue to-be routinely interrogated
and jailed and most bishoprics remain
vacant.

w

Maybe
it will
go
away.
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В І Д В І Д А Й Т Е YKPAIHY В 1984
Dept.
Date

No.
Daya

MAY

2

KASHTAN I

17

MAY

9

RUTA I

17

MAY

10

RUSALKA

17

MAY 1U
JUNE 1

VESNA
KARPATIA

12
19

JUNE 8
JUNE 19

MARICHKA
CHAIKA

15
19

JUNE 2Ц

HOPAK

22

JUNE 27

KASHTAN II

17

JUNE 30

ARKAN

18

JULY 11

RUTA II

17

JULY 17

OREL

16

JULY 18

BUK8VYNA

19

JULY 31

ZIRKA

19

AUG.

RUTA III

17

8

AUG. 18

BAYDAK

16

SEPT.19
OCT. 3

MINI-TOUR
OSIN

12

4 Tour
Price

I T I N E R A R Y

Moscow, Lviv, Temopll, Kiev
Kaniv, Moscow
Moscow, Lviv, Ternopil, Kiev
Kaniv, Moscow
Moscow, Lviv, Odessa, Yalta
Kiev,
Kaniv, Leningrad
Budapest, Lviv, Kiev, Kaniv
Bucharest, Chernivtsi, Kiev
Lviv, Uzhorod, Prlashlv-Svydnyk
Ukr.Dance/Song Festival, Prague
Budapest,Lviv,Ternopil,Budapest
Moscow, Lviv,Sochi, Kiev, Kaniv
Leningrad, Petrodvorets
Budapest,Uzhorod,Lviv,Kiev,Kaniv
Poltava, Kharklv, Yalta, Kiev
Moscow, Lviv, Ternopil, Kiev
Kaniv, Moscow
Kiev, Kaniv, Lviv, Uzhorod
Budapest, Vienna
Moscow, Lviv, Ternopil, Kiev
Kaniv, Moscow
Poland– visiting relatives Warsaw, Lviv, Budapest
Budapest,
Uzhorod,
Lviv
Chernivtsi, Kiev, Kaniv
Moscow, Lviv, Sochi, Kiev,Kaniv
Leningrad, Petrodvorets
Moscow, Lviv, Ternopil, Kiev
Kaniv, Moscow
Kiev, Kaniv,
Lviv, Odessa
Yalta, Moscow
Budapest, Lviv, Kiev, Kaniv
Moscow,Lviv,Ternopil,Kiev,Moscow
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ПЛ29

K.L.M.

1.1+29

Swissair

1.U91
1,219

Finnair
Lufthansa

1,879
1,367

Lufthansa
Swissair

1,81+5

Finnair

1,789

Lufthansa

1,695

K.L.M.

1,798

Lufthansa

1,695

Swissair

1,298

Swissair

1,679

Lufthansa

1.8Ц.5

Finnair

1,695

Swissair

1,655
1,269
1.359

Lufthar.sf
Lufthansa
K.L.M.

ITINERARIES AND PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

The five most
dangerous
words in the
English
language.

IWCAO МІСЦЬ HA TYPAX ОБМЕЖЕНЕ. ДЛЯ

длльшмх подробиць, ПРОШУ виповнити
і післлти КУПОН ДО ПРОВІДНОЇ
УКРАЇНСЬКО ЛМЕРиКЛНСЬКОЇАҐЕНЦії.
ЗАСНОВАНОЇ Y1920 РОЦІ
TO:

American
Cancer
Society

KOBASNIUK TRAVEL INC.,

I am interested in
No. persons

ADDRESS:

SEMld

KOBASMUK TRAVEL, INC.
157 S e c o n d Avenue, Mew York, N.Y. 10O03
4212) 254-8779
Vera Kowbasniuk-Shumeyko.

157 Seconj Avenue, New York, New York 10003

the 'ollowlr-i; 198Ц Tour
, please .end ue detailed

President

(sv)

departing USA on
Information.

.
City

Area Code:
THIS WACT CONTTUBLrnD AS A n,tUC

РОЦІ

18 ECKOPTOBAHWX ГРТЇІОВкІХ BW13AIB З НЮ WOPKY ВІД ТРАВНЯ ДО ЖОВТНЯ

Zip Code

16
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Wednesday, February 1
JENKINTOWN, Pa.: A Continuing
Education program for paraopto–
metric personnel will be offered by
Manor Junior College in association
with the Pennsylvania College of
Optometry beginning Wednesday,
February 1, and ending April -18.
Designed for working optometric
assistants, three units will be offered
to expand the optometric assistant's
knowledge and understanding of
many theoretical and practical as
pects of optometry and optometric
assisting.
All courses will be offered Wed
nesdays from 7 to 9 p.m. at Manor
Junior College, except for one class,
which .will be held at the Pennsyl
vania College of Optometry. Regis
tration may be for all three units or
for only one or two units. Continu
ing education credit will be given
which is applicable toward the re
quirements for the AOA Optometric
Assistant Registration Examination.
To register for the courses, contact
the Office of Continuing Education
at (215) 884-2218 or 884-2219 or
write Manor Junior College, Office
of Continuing Education, Fox Chase
Road and Forrest Avenue, Jenkin–
town. Pa. 19046.
Thursday, February 2
JENKINTOWN, Pa.: A shorthand
workshop will be held in three ses
sions beginning February 2 and
continuing February 9 and 16 from 6
to 8 p.m. at Manor Junior College.
The fee for the six-hour workshop

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
is S30. The workshop will begin with
a skill assessment followed by a
' review of Gregg theory, basic business
vocabulary and brief forms. The
workshop is for individuals who have
used shorthand in the past, even 10 or
15 years ago.
To register for the workshop
please call the Office of Continuing
Education (215) 884-2218 or 8842219, or write Manor Junior College,
Fox Chase Road and Forrest Ave
nue, Jenkintown, Pa. 19046. Early
registration is advised.
Sunday, February 5
Date change
WASHINGTON: The Ukrainian in
English Series Committee will pre
sent a lecture by the Very Rev.
Atanasius Pekar, on the "Ukrainian
Martyr Church," at 11 a.m. in the
parish center of the Ukrainian Ca
tholic National Shrine of the Holy
Famine, 4250 Harewood Road N.E.
For more information please call
Marta Pereyma at (703) 528-3075.
Please note that this lecture was
originally scheduled for Sunday,
January 29.
Monday, February 6
JENKINTOWN, Pa.: Manor Junior
College will hold typewriting work
shops on Monday, February 6,Tues
day, February 7, and Monday,

February 13, from 7 to"9 p.m. The fee
for each workshop is S30.
To register for the workshop and
receive– more information, please
call the Office of Continuing Educa
tion at (215) 884-2218 or 884-2219, or
write Manor Junior College, Fox
Chase Road and I?brrest Avenue,
Jenkintown, Pa. 19046. Early regis
tration is advised.

offered at this time to commemorate
National Dental Health Month.
Appointments can be made by
calling (215) 887-7617. The Dental
Center is open Mondays and Thurs
days from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., on
Tuesdays from 2 to 9 p.m., and on
Wednesdays and Fridays from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
General dentistry and orthodontic
services are available at reasonable
fees as a service to the community by
the Expanded Functions Dental
Assisting Program at Manor College.

Saturday, February 11
WOONSOCKET, R.I.: The Odessa
Ukrainian Dancers of Rhode Island
will sponsor a dance from 8 p.m. to
midnight featuring the Alex and
Dorko Band at St. Michael's .Ukrai
nian Orthodox Parish Hall, 74 Harris
Ave. The kitchen will be open from 8
to 11 p.m. and coffee and pastrywill
be served from 11 p.m. to midnight.
For more information and tickets
contact George Hreczuk. 90 Summer
St., Blackstone, Mass. 01504; (617)
883-4327. Advanced ticket purchases
are requested; donation: S7 per
person.
ONGOING
JENKINTOWN, Pa.: Manor Junior
College Dental Health Center, located
at Fox Chase Road and Forrest
Avenue, will provide free dental
examinations, diagnostic X-rays and
consultations to new patients on
selected dates during the month of
February. These services are being

PREVIEW OF EVENTS, a listing
of Ukrainian community events open
to the public, is a service provided
free of charge by The Weekly to the
Ukrainian community. To have an
event listed in this column, please
send information (type of event,
date, time, place, admission, spon
sor, etc.), along with the phone
number of a person who may be.
reached during daytime hours for
additional information, to: PRE– І
VIEW OF EVENTS, The Ukrainian j
Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey I
City, N.J. 07302.
PLEASE NOTE: Preview items
must be received one week before
desired date of publication. No
information will be taken over the
phone. Preview items will be publish
ed only once (please note desired date
of publication). All items are publish
ed at the discretion of the editorial
staff and in accordance with available
space.
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Ukrainian Museum courses to begin
NEW YORK - The Ukrainian Mu
seum has opened registration for its
popular courses in woodcarving and
embroidery.
A 10-session course in Ukrainian
decorative woodcarving (February 11April 14) will be taught by Roman
Kosenko Volvich, a former student of
Mychajlo Czereszniowskyj. Mr. Cze–
reszniowskyj, the well-known sculptor
and master carver, was the originator of
the woodcarving course at the museum.
Using tools specifically produced by
the museum, the students will learn the
intricate geometric motifs which were
used to decorate both functional and
decorative wooden objects by woodcarvers of the Carpathian Mountains.,
Classes will be held on Saturday
afternoons, 1:30 - 4:30 p.m. The fee is
S40 for adults, S35 for museum mem
bers, S30 for senior citizens, free to

those under age 16.
Lubow Wolynetz, director of the
Educational Department at The Ukrai
nian Museum, will again teach a course
in embroidery (February 11-AbriI 14.)
Participants will be able to learn as well
as expand their skills in the various
stitches used in traditional Ukrainian
embroidery.
Classes will be held Saturday after
noons, 1:15-2:45 p.m. The fee is S30 for
adults, S25 for museum members. S20
for senior citizens and free to those
under age 16.
Both courses are geared for beginners
and advanced students. All materials
are covered in the registration fee. For
advance registration and additional
information please call (212) 228-0110.
The courses are made possible, in
part, by the New York State Council on
the Arts.

Looking for a second income?

Become
AN ORGANIZER
for the
Ukrainian National Association
FULL or PART TIME
" For information write to:
Ukrainian National Association
\
Organizing Department
Ш
30 Montgomery St.
E
Jersey City, NJ. 07302
fgcall: (201) 451-2200

UIA announces spring course line-up
NEW YORK—The spring session of voice, piano, violin and cello by such
continuing education at the Ukrainian noted Ukrainian'musicians as Metropo
Institute of America gets under way in litan Opera bass-baritone Andrij Do–
early February, with an expanded briansky, pianists Thomas Hrynkiw
program of academic courses, lectures and Juliana Osinchuk; violinist Halyna
and symposia, community service pro Strilec; and cellist Nestor Cybriwsky.
The community service program,
grams and master classes and work
headed by Lydia Savoyka, director of
shops.
the
U.S. Catholic Conference's Immi
It represents the single most compre
hensive effort in the United States to gration Counseling Services, will offer
acquaint the general public, on a daily courses on English as a Second Lan
basis, with the history, culture and guage, High School Diploma Equiva–
. lency and Citizenship Training, as well
language of Ukraine.
Among the curriculum's varied spe as Immigration Training workshopsfor
cial events are panel discussions on such voluntary agencies.
In addition, the institute will sponsor
current topics as "Ukrainian Images in
the American Press" and "Ukrainian a pioneering "Cultural Interchanges"
Political Activity and Influence in series, in which guest, speakers repre
senting the many ethnic communities in
Washington."
The institute will continue its ac the United States will share with the
claimed Harvard University Lecture audience a perspective of their ethni
Series; vocal academy music workshops city's cultural traditions and history.
and master classes; as well as its wide- The series is designed to foster better
ranging community service programs, harmony and interaction among the
including the popular Information various ethnic groups that form the
American mosaic.
Briefings for the Elderly.
Among the semester's academic
Also, this semester, the institute will
courses will be Elementary and Inter continue its Friday Evening Forums for
mediate Ukrainian; Ukrainian Culture; young professionals, with a focus on
and Independent Studies in Ukrainian career development and financial in
Language and Literature. These courses vestment planning.
are accredited through Hunter College
All credit courses begin February 6
of New York, but may be taken on a
and end May 15. Registration is through
non-credit basis.
Other courses will include Ukrainian Hunter College. Non-credit and com
Ceramics, in which students are taught munity service courses begin February
to prepare ceramic objects; Conversa 13 and end May 24. Registration is
tional Ukrainian; and 20th Century through the Ukrainian Institute of
America, 2 E. 79th St., New York, N.Y.,
Ukrainian History.
or by telephone, (212) 288-8660.
The performing arts program will
include separate, courses in bandura
A detailed spring calendar brochure
building and playing, and. instruction in is also available.

The UNA: insurance plus
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